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Abstract 
The development of a safe, effective prophylactic HIV vaccine remains a major global health 

priority.  Stabilized, soluble trimers that mimic the native functional HIV trimer have been 

developed that elicit strain-specific neutralizing HIV antibodies in animal models, and are 

currently being evaluated in several human clinical trials.  Identifying whether multiple 

immunogens could be administered to facilitate the broadening of responses represents a 

pivotal challenge.  In this thesis, we characterized the antibody response in individuals infected 

with multiple HIV strains to inform the development of polyvalent and sequential HIV vaccine 

regimens. 

We found that conventional approaches to detect HIV co- and superinfection are confounded 

by recombination.  Therefore, we developed an automated, Bayesian approach to detect 

superinfection explicitly accounting for recombination.  Using simulated and real sequence 

data, we demonstrated that this approach is sensitive, highly specific, and robust to 

recombination.  Furthermore, analyzing previously published sequence datasets, we identified 

cases of superinfection that previously went undetected, indicating that superinfection occurs 

more frequently than previously estimated.  

 

We characterized the development of antibodies in five superinfected individuals identified in 

the CAPRISA 002 acute infection cohort.  Specifically, we evaluated whether superinfection 

re-engaged cross-reactive memory B cells, promoting the development of cross-neutralizing 

antibodies.  By comparing the breadth of the neutralizing antibody response in superinfected 

individuals to those that typically develop in singly infected individuals, we showed that HIV 

superinfection was not sufficient to broaden responses. By characterizing the kinetics and 

specificity of autologous neutralizing antibody responses, we show that responses to the 

superinfecting viruses failed to efficiently recruit neutralizing memory B cells.  Instead, the 

secondary infection elicited strain-specific, de novo responses.  This occurred even though 

the superinfecting viruses were relatively closely related (from the same subtype).   

 

To determine whether the co-exposure to diverse Env antigens favours the development of 

cross-neutralizing antibodies better than sequential exposure, we characterized the 

development of neutralizing antibodies in HIV co-infected individuals where several divergent 

viruses were transmitted prior to seroconversion. We identified three cases of co-infection that 

encompassed immunological exposure to: (i) two diverse, unlinked Envs, (ii) two related Envs 

with diversity uniformly distributed over the trimer, and (iii) two diverse but recombined Envs 

such that clusters of high homology were preserved in the presence of high diversity 
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elsewhere.  We found that, like superinfection, co-infection was not sufficient to broaden 

neutralizing antibody responses.  Co-exposure to two HIV Env antigens did not necessarily 

produce additive or cross-neutralizing antibody responses, and in some cases was subject to 

immunological interference.  This was most evident in the case of co-infection with two related 

Envs where diversity was uniformly distributed across the Env trimer; in this case neutralizing 

antibody responses to one variant arose to the near exclusion of responses to the other.  

However, in the case of co-exposure to diverse Envs but where the trimer apex was conserved 

in both variants through recombination, potent neutralization of both variants was evident.  

This was the co-infected participant who developed the broadest neutralizing antibody 

response, and we show that cross-neutralization was mediated, in part, by trimer apex-

targeting neutralizing antibodies.   

In conclusion, we find that HIV superinfection fails to efficiently recruit neutralizing memory B 

cells and, at best, results in additive nAb responses rather than a synergistic effect leading to 

cross-neutralization; a distinction that is highly relevant for vaccine design. While sequential 

immunizations with heterologous Env immunogens may be able to improve the potency of 

elicited responses, alone, they are unlikely to promote the development of bnAbs. Our 

observations from cases of co-infection suggests that cocktails of divergent stabilized Env 

trimers are unlikely to drive the development of cross-neutralizing antibodies, and may be 

subject to interference.  However, the rational design of more similar immunogen cocktails 

where conserved epitopes are preserved across immunogens may be able to facilitate 

neutralizing antibodies to these targets, as seen in one individual.  Thus, the use of related, 

stabilized Env trimers with diversity introduced in key regions together with strategies to 

reduce the immunogenicity of immunodominant, strain-specific epitopes may represent one 

path to a cross-neutralizing antibody response to multiple Envs within a cocktail.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

A vaccine that elicits broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies will likely be 
protective. 
By 2020, there were an estimated 38 million people living with HIV globally (UNAIDS) (Figure 

1a).  The development of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) has dramatically 

improved the prognosis of infected individuals (May and Ingle, 2011), and represents a global 

success story with AIDS-related deaths reduced by 64% from their peak in 2004 (Figure 1b). 

Effective treatment can also reduce viral load to the point where onward transmission is 

extremely unlikely (Cohen et al., 2016).  While the number of new infections fell to ~1.5 million 

in 2020 (representing a 52% reduction compared to the peak in 1997) (Figure 1c) it is unlikely 

that the capacity to rollout antiretrovirals will be sufficient to end the epidemic (Figure 1d).  The 

development of a safe, effective prophylactic HIV vaccine remains a major global health 

priority.   

 

Figure 1.1 An overview of global HIV statistics.  
a Estimated global HIV prevalence by year. b Global HIV-related deaths by year.  The number of deaths 
estimated to have been averted due to the rollout of antiretroviral therapy (ART) is shown with a dashed 
line. c The number of new cases of HIV globally, by year. d Estimated funding earmarked to address 
HIV in low-to-middle income countries in 2016 US dollar equivalents.  UNAIDS projected estimates of 
the required funding to meet 2030 fast-track targets (<200 000 new infections) are shown with the 
dashed line.  Data for (a-c) sourced from Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) via 
OurWorldInData.org. Data for (d) from UNAIDS and OurWorldInData.org. 
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For many pathogens, surviving an infection frequently leads to immunity to reinfection.  This 

protection is highly dependent on long-lived, antibody secreting plasma cells and memory B 

cells.  Similarly, nearly all licensed vaccines mediate protection through the activity of 

antibodies (Plotkin, 2010).   

For HIV, there is substantial evidence that passive transfer of neutralizing antibodies (nAbs) 

can protect non-human primates from challenge with HIV/SIV chimeric viruses (SHIV) 

(Gautam et al., 2016; Mascola et al., 2000; Moldt et al., 2012; Shingai et al., 2014).  The level 

of protection in these animal models correlates strongly with neutralization (Pegu et al., 2019), 

and while neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) defective in effector function offered 

reduced protection (Hessell et al., 2009), non-neutralizing (human) antibodies have failed to 

prevent infection (Burton et al., 2011; Dugast et al., 2014) of non-human primates.  Recently, 

two trials (HVTN703 and HVTN704) directly evaluated whether regular, intravenous infusions 

of a neutralizing mAb could prevent HIV acquisition.  Although there was no significant 

reduction in HIV acquisition overall compared to placebo, there was evidence of protection 

against infection with viruses highly sensitive to the passively administered mAb, VRC01 

(Corey et al., 2021).  Similarly, in immunized rhesus macaques, protection against repeated 

intra-rectal challenge was strongly correlated with serum nAb titers against the challenge virus 

(Pauthner et al., 2019).  In human vaccine studies, one phase 3 human clinical trial, RV144, 

failed to elicit detectable levels of nAbs in vaccinees (Montefiori et al., 2012) but still appeared 

to offer modest levels of protection - the only human clinical trial to date to show any 

statistically significant reduction in HIV infection rate (Rerks-Ngarm et al., 2009). While risk of 

infection was correlated with titers of non-neutralizing antibodies to a specific region of the HIV 

envelope (V2) (Haynes et al., 2012), the mechanism of protection, if any,  still remains unclear.  

Statistical issues surrounding the efficacy in this trial are debated (Gilbert et al., 2011) and a 

second clinical trial based on the same concept but modified for a local clade C epidemic 

(HVTN 702) was recently stopped due to futility (Gray et al., 2021).  Taken together, there is 

strong evidence to indicate that nAbs, if present at sufficiently high titers at the time of 

challenge, can prevent HIV infection.  Thus, an HIV vaccine that elicits long-lived antibody 

responses capable of neutralizing transmitted viruses will likely be protective, and remains a 

major goal for research.   
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HIV diversity 
A major obstacle to the development of an HIV vaccine is the tremendous diversity of 

circulating HIV variants that could be transmitted, specifically within the only known viral target 

for nAbs, the viral Envelope glycoprotein (Env). The encoding viral env gene diversifies at a 

rate of ~0.9% per year (Korber et al., 2000), and even within a local epidemic Env proteins 

isolated from separate individuals can differ by >10%.  Different HIV-1 group M subtypes that 

circulate globally can differ by more than 35% in Env (Gaschen et al., 2002) (Figure 2), with 

HIV subtype C accounting for the majority of cases globally. In addition to rapid accumulation 

of point mutations and insertions/deletions, the diploid genome of HIV, like other retroviruses 

(Hu and Temin, 1990), undergoes frequent recombination (Delassus et al., 1991; Groenink et 

al., 1992; Robertson et al., 1995; Simmonds et al., 1991; Zhuang et al., 2002).  As individuals 

can be infected with multiple divergent HIV variants, whether by simultaneous transmission of 

divergent variants (co-infection) or by successive infection (superinfection), recombination has 

facilitated the generation of mosaic genomes and circulating recombinant forms, further 

expanding the extreme genetic diversity.  A successful vaccine would need to elicit nAbs 

capable of neutralizing a broad diversity of circulating strains (so-called broadly neutralizing 

antibodies), that specifically target highly conserved epitopes in Env.   

   

Figure 1.2 Scale of HIV-1 Env diversity compared to Influenza Haemagglutin and 
SARS-CoV-2 Spike. 
Phylogenies from HIV clade M, Influenza HA from H3N2, and SARS-CoV-2 Spike from WHO Variants 
of Concern are plotted side-by-side on the same scale. a A phylogeny of 55 global HIV clade M subtype 
reference sequences (excluding CRFs) obtained from the LANL HIV sequence database. b A 
phylogeny of Influenza Haemagglutinin sequences from H3N2 sequences from humans, globally. 
Sequences were obtained from the NCBI Influenza Virus Database and 100 sequences were randomly 
selected. c A phylogeny of representative Spike sequences spanning all SARS-CoV-2 variants of 
concern as of 12 January 2022, obtained from GISAID.    
  

0.1 
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HIV Env glycoprotein 
The HIV Env mediates entry into target cells, and is sparsely arrayed on the surface of HIV 

virions (Zhu et al., 2003, 2006).  The Env protein is expressed as a single polypeptide (gp160) 

that is proteolytically cleaved into gp120 and gp41 subunits (Figure 3a) within the Golgi by 

cellular furin or furin-like proteases, and this proteolytic processing is required for infectivity 

(Hallenberger et al., 1992; McCune et al., 1988). The mature, proteolytically cleaved HIV 

Envelope glycoprotein is a trimeric structure made up of non-covalently associated 

heterodimers of gp41 and gp120 subunits (Figure 3b).   The Env is heavily glycosylated, with 

approximately half of its mass attributable to glycans (Leonard et al., 1990).  Approximately 

90 N-linked glycans extend from each trimer representing an evolving “glycan shield” that 

obscures the underlying protein (Stewart-Jones et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2003).   

 

 

a 
  

 

  

 
 
b            c 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. HIV Env overview.  
a A schematic of the HIV genome organization and overlapping reading frames.  b Side view of the 
structure of the HIV Env (PDB 5V8L) trimer, showing both trimeric (left) and monomeric (right) gp160.  
gp120 protomers are shown in pink, and gp41 in grey. c A single gp120 protomer as it appears in the 
trimeric, pre-fusion conformation. 
 
  

Viral membrane 
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Entry into target cells is initiated by the binding of Env to the cell surface receptor, CD4.  

Binding to CD4 drives conformational changes that facilitate exposure of the coreceptor 

binding site, dissociation of gp120, and enables membrane fusion mediated by gp41.  As a 

result of the requirement for these conformational rearrangements to mediate fusion and entry 

into target cells, the HIV Env is an inherently metastable structure.  A variety of Env isoforms 

can exist on the surface of virions, including conformationally “open” states (Munro et al., 2014; 

Ozorowski et al., 2017; Stadtmueller et al., 2018), and non-functional gp120/gp41 monomers 

or gp41-only “stumps” where gp120 has dissociated from the complex (Moore et al., 2006).   

Challenges and successes in eliciting neutralizing antibodies by vaccination 
While many HIV immunogens have been evaluated in humans, few candidate vaccines have 

progressed to efficacy trials.  Early vaccine concepts typically incorporated soluble gp120 or 

gp140 as immunogens (Flynn et al., 2005; Pitisuttithum et al., 2006; Rerks-Ngarm et al., 2009), 

and elicited antibodies only capable of neutralizing culture-adapted and highly neutralization 

sensitive “tier-1” isolates but not primary, circulating “tier-2” viruses (Mascola et al., 1996; Wrin 

and Nunberg, 1994).  The inability of these antibodies to neutralize primary isolates was 

resolved when the structure of the native, trimeric Env in the pre-fusion conformation was 

solved (Julien et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2016; Lyumkis et al., 2013; Pancera et al., 2014).  This 

was initially achieved through the stabilization of the Env in a native-like, trimeric, pre-fusion 

conformation by the introduction of intermolecular disulphide bonds between gp120 and gp41, 

together with an Isoleucine to Proline mutation (I559P) to inhibit transition to the post-fusion 

state (Binley et al., 2000; Sanders et al., 2002, 2013). These renderings revealed fundamental 

differences in the structure of gp120 in its native, quaternary, pre-fusion state compared to in 

soluble, monomeric form.  While the hypervariable loops protrude from monomeric gp120, 

they are closely associated with those from neighbouring protomers at the apex of the native 

trimer.  Immunogenic epitopes targeted by antibodies only capable of neutralizing tier-1 

isolates (Javaherian et al., 1989; Vancott et al., 1995) were revealed to be occluded in the 

native structure.  Thus the failure of soluble gp120 and gp140 immunogens to recapitulate the 

native-like structure, with the resultant exposure of immunodominant, epitopes that are 

inaccessible in the native trimer, likely underpins their repeated failure to elicit antibodies 

capable of neutralizing primary HIV isolates.   

In a landmark for HIV vaccine research, immunization of animals with these stabilized, native-

like Env trimers based on the clade A BG505 (BG505.SOSIP) successfully elicited antibodies 

capable of neutralizing a primary HIV isolate (Sanders et al., 2015).  BG505.SOSIP 

immunization also protected rhesus macaques from repeated intra-rectal challenge with a 

SHIV displaying the vaccine strain Env, and protection correlated with serum neutralizing 
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antibody titers (Pauthner et al., 2019).  However, while immunization with stabilized Envs 

reproducibly elicited nAbs in several animal models, serological mapping revealed that they 

are typically focused on variable, immunodominant epitopes exposed by the absence of 

shielding glycans (Klasse et al., 2018; McCoy et al., 2016).  As a result, elicited responses are 

highly specific for the vaccine strain and do not consistently cross-neutralize heterologous 

viruses.   

Limitations of animal models 
While animal models have been essential to HIV vaccine research, results in particular animal 

models may not necessarily translate seamlessly to humans.  Neutralizing antibody titers 

elicited following BG505.SOSIP.664 trimer immunization appear to differ significantly between 

animal species, with lower titers in macaques than in rabbits or guinea pigs, and with 

undetectable titers following immunization of mice (Cheng et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2015; 

Sanders et al., 2015).  While stabilized Env antigens have elicited bnAbs in cows and llamas, 

these antibodies utilized unique, species-specific antibody features that are not present in 

human antibody repertoires (McCoy et al., 2012; Sok et al., 2017).  These observations 

highlight the importance of evaluating responses in humans or closely related species, where 

possible.   

The antibody response following HIV infection 
A robust antibody response develops in humans following HIV infection.  The first antibody 

response to Env is detectable within 1-3 weeks, but is non-neutralizing (Moore et al., 1994; 

Tomaras et al., 2008).  Neutralizing antibodies develop on average 12-29 weeks following 

infection, typically targeting one or a few immunodominant epitopes within Envelope (Gray et 

al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2008, 2009a; Richman et al., 2003; Rong et al., 2009; 

Wei et al., 2003).  These epitopes are generally regions that can tolerate a large amount of 

genetic variability (and consequently can be highly variable among circulating variants), and 

therefore while responses to these epitopes are effective against the variant that elicited them, 

they are not able to neutralize any heterologous variants. Together with a highly error-prone 

reverse transcriptase (Ji and Loeb, 1992), short doubling time (Little et al., 1999), and high 

recombination rate (Neher and Leitner, 2010), HIV is capable of rapidly escaping selective 

pressures (Coffin, 1995). Indeed, intravenous infusion of a mAb rapidly suppressed viral load 

in infected individuals, but multiple independent escape mutations arose within the first weeks 

following infusion, and viral load rebounded within 2-3 weeks (Caskey et al., 2017).  Similarly, 

the onset of neutralizing antibody responses in infected individuals drives the rapid and 

continuous selection of antibody-escape variants  (Moore et al., 2008, 2009a; Richman et al., 

2003; Wei et al., 2003).   
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While the early neutralizing antibody response is highly strain-specific, the majority of infected 

individuals develop some cross-neutralizing antibody responses over time (Hraber et al., 

2014), demonstrating that the human immune response is indeed capable of producing these 

responses, though they typically take two to three years to develop in adults (Gray et al., 2011; 

Landais et al., 2016; Mikell et al., 2011).  In rare individuals, extremely potent neutralizing 

antibody responses capable of neutralizing most circulating group M viruses can be found.  

Enabled by methodological advances, the isolation and characterization of individual broadly 

neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (bnAbs) (Bonsignori et al., 2011; Doria-Rose et al., 2014; 

Huang et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2013; Simonich et al., 2016; Walker et al., 2009, 2011; Wu et 

al., 2010, 2015) has breathed new life into vaccine development.     Extensive efforts have 

been made in characterizing bnAbs, and their ontogeny in infected individuals from 

longitudinal cohorts, in the hopes that this can provide a blueprint for how vaccines could 

recapitulate these responses.  This concept of ‘reverse vaccinology’, where desirable antibody 

responses are identified and used to tailor-make vaccine antigens, may hold the key to 

improved vaccines against HIV and other highly variable pathogens. 

Targets and features of bnAbs 
Characterizing the epitopes targeted by bnAbs has identified a number of conserved, 

accessible epitopes on the HIV Env that vaccines could target to mediate broad neutralization.  

These include the CD4-binding site, the trimer apex including V2, sites in V3 overlapping the 

co-receptor binding site, the membrane proximal external region (MPER), and the interface 

between gp41 and gp120 protomers including the fusion peptide (Figure 1.4). 

Consistent with their delayed onset in infected individuals,  bnAbs isolated to date harbour 

extremely high levels of somatic hypermutation away from their germline precursors, indicative 

of a long maturation process (Doria-Rose et al., 2014; Klein et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2013; 

Scheid et al., 2011; Sok et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2009; West et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015; 

Xiao et al., 2009). Indeed, the isolation of multiple related mAbs over time together with 

sequencing of B-cell receptors (BCRs) revealed that these broadly neutralizing lineages 

developed over long periods (Doria-Rose et al., 2014; Liao et al., 2013; MacLeod et al., 2016; 

Wu et al., 2015).   While IgG antibodies to influenza following vaccination, for example, are 

typically ~6% mutated (Moody et al., 2011), some HIV bnAbs are as much as 30% mutated in 

their VDJ region (West et al., 2014).  Mutations in HIV bnAbs occur not just in the 

complementarity–determining regions (CDRs), but in the antibody framework regions as well 

(Klein et al., 2013), and include rare mutations outside of activation-induced cytidine 

deaminase (AID) hotspots (Bonsignori et al., 2017).   
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The majority of isolated bnAbs also possess other atypical features that are important 

determinants of their neutralization capacity.  bnAbs to the V2 apex (and to some extent, those 

that target the V3-glycan) appear to require exceptionally long CDR H3 regions, generated by 

rare VDJ recombinations.  bnAbs to the V2 apex, gp120/gp41 interface and V3-glycan sites 

also incorporate N-linked glycans into their epitope, suggesting that glycan recognition may 

be required.  This may be challenging as N-linked glycans are viewed as “self” by the immune 

system, and can be tolerogenic.  Similarly, bnAbs to the MPER are frequently auto- and poly-

reactive and appear to require co-recognition of the plasma membrane (Liu et al., 2015; Yang 

et al., 2013) and the bypass of immune tolerance checkpoints (Doyle-Cooper et al., 2013; 

Verkoczy et al., 2010, 2011).  The long development, extensive affinity maturation, and 

apparent requirement for atypical features represents a challenging process for any practical 

vaccine to recapitulate. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Targets of isolated broadly neutralizing antibodies on the HIV Env.  
Potent bnAbs have been identified that target multiple sites on the HIV Env trimer, including the CD4 
binding site (eg. VRC01), V2-apex (eg. PG9 and CAP256-VRC26), a V3 super-site incorporating N-
linked glycans (eg. PGT135 and PGT128), epitopes spanning the gp41-gp120 interface and the fusion 
peptide (eg. PGT151, 8ANC195, 35O22) as well as the Membrane Proximal External Region (MPER) 
(eg. 10e8).   Residues within 5Å of these monoclonal antibodies in complex are highlighted in colour on 
the HIV-1 Env structure (PDB 5V8L). 
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Factors that promote the development of bnAbs 
Understanding how broadly neutralizing activity develops during infection and the factors that 

augment this process, could identify pathways that vaccines could exploit and will likely be 

required to elicit similar antibodies in an accelerated time frame.  Studies of infected individuals 

have consistently identified viral load as a strong predictor of the development of neutralization 

breadth (Gray et al., 2011; Rusert et al., 2016; Sather et al., 2009), although bnAbs can be 

found in individuals with low or undetectable viremia (Freund et al., 2017; Sather et al., 2012), 

albeit at a lower frequency.  Measures of viral diversity have also been associated with broader 

responses (Piantadosi et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2016), as have features of the infecting viral 

Envelope, such as shorter variable loops (Gnanakaran et al., 2010; van den Kerkhof et al., 

2013; Rademeyer et al., 2007).  

Infection by a second HIV strain after established primary infection (HIV superinfection) has 

previously been associated with broader antibody responses.  In a cohort from Yaoundé, 

Cameroon, four dual infected individuals displayed significantly broader antibody responses 

against 5 primary isolates than did 23 controls (Powell et al., 2010). More recently, a 

comparison of 21 cases of superinfection to matched singly-infected controls found 

significantly higher breadth scores against a multi-subtype panel in the superinfected 

individuals (Cortez et al., 2012, Cortez et al., 2015).   

Host immune factors have also been associated with the development of broader neutralizing 

antibody responses, including higher plasma IgG levels and Env-specific IgG binding titers 

(Landais et al., 2016), HIV-specific Fc effector function in early infection (Richardson et al., 

2018), and the number and function of circulating T follicular helper (Tfh) cells (Cohen et al., 

2014; Locci et al., 2013; Moody et al., 2016).  Immune perturbations may also favour the 

development of breadth, as a higher frequency of autoantibodies and a lower frequency of 

regulatory CD4+ T cells were identified in individuals that developed bnAbs (Moody et al., 

2016).  As many HIV bnAbs are auto or polyreactive, and require glycan recognition, more 

permissive tolerance checkpoints may have allowed their development.   

The dependency on time, high viral loads, and the quality of Tfh/CD4+ T cell help together 

suggests that chronic, diverse antigen exposure and multiple affinity maturation cycles in 

germinal centres favour the development of bnAbs.  This is consistent with the exceptionally 

high levels of somatic hypermutation present in most bnAbs.   Driving the re-entry of memory 

B cells into germinal centres with sequential immunizations may be necessary for the 

development of highly affinity matured lineages, and therefore characterizing recall responses 

upon sequential immunization represents an important objective.  
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Strategies to elicit broadly neutralizing antibodies by vaccination 
As conventional approaches to vaccination have failed to reliably elicit protective titers of 

broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies, several next-generation vaccine strategies are being 

investigated. These include so-called “lineage-based” vaccines that aim to replicate the 

development of specific bnAbs seen in infected individuals.  There is evidence that during 

infection, antibody pressure drives Env evolution and escape, which in turn shapes antibody 

evolution, in some cases towards breadth (Bonsignori et al., 2017; Doria-Rose et al., 2014; 

Moore et al., 2012; Wibmer et al., 2013). These approaches thus aim to design a series of 

tailored immunogens to activate B cells encoding B cell receptors (BCRs) with required 

features based on inferred germlines of known bnAbs (“germline-targeting”), and 

subsequently drive their affinity maturation along previously observed paths towards breadth.   

Several studies in transgenic mice have demonstrated that germline-targeting immunogens 

may be feasible.  In mice genetically engineered to express the inferred germlines of bnAbs, 

rationally designed antigens could activate these B cells, and subsequently drive their 

development (Dosenovic et al., 2015; Escolano et al., 2016; Jardine et al., 2015; McGuire et 

al., 2016; Saunders et al., 2019; Steichen et al., 2016, 2019; Tian et al., 2016).  However, it is 

important to note that in these transgenic animal models, the majority of B cells express the 

knock-in BCRs, whereas these precursors would be at low frequency in the human repertoire 

(Briney et al., 2019).  Furthermore, in most cases knocked-in BCRs incorporated the CDRH3 

from the mature bnAb, and any immunogen that requires a specific CDRH3 sequences is 

unlikely to elicit reproducible responses as the region is not germline-encoded but rather 

generated upon VDJ recombination. Nevertheless, even in adoptive transfer experiments, 

where the number of precursor B cells transferred to wild-type mice was controlled to maintain 

low frequency in the B cell repertoire, these precursors could be activated by appropriate 

immunogens (Soto et al., 2019; Steichen et al., 2019).  Furthermore, in mice transgenic for 

human immunoglobulin loci, germline-targeting immunogens aimed at eliciting CD4bs 

(VRC01-like) antibodies could activate B cells with the appropriate features in a subset of 

animals, providing a proof-of-concept for germline-targeted immunogens (Sok et al., 2016). 

These immunogens can also be used to sort naive B cells from uninfected individuals (Jardine 

et al., 2016), suggesting these priming immunogens may be able to recruit these BCRs with 

the potential for breadth, in humans.  Encouragingly, a recent phase I clinical trial evaluating 

this germline-targeting immunogen in humans (IAVI G001; NCT03547245) reported 

detectable expansion of VRC01-like precursor B cells in 97% of recipients (Venkatesan, 

2021). 
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Another framework to elicit bnAbs aims to engineer immunogens designed to direct the 

antibody response away from immunogenic non-neutralizing epitopes or strain-specific 

neutralizing epitopes, and onto sites targeted by bnAbs (immunofocussing).  This 

encompasses approaches that include additional modifications to stabilized trimer 

immunogens to reduce the exposure of immunogenic epitopes in V3 and elsewhere (Kulp et 

al., 2017; Ringe et al., 2017; de Taeye et al., 2015; Torrents de la Peña et al., 2017), as well 

as the addition or removal of glycans to occlude or expose epitopes (Kulp et al., 2017; Voss 

et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017).  A related approach is the design of immunogens that present 

known bnAbs in the correct conformation, but outside of the context of the Env trimer to avoid 

inclusion of immunodominant, strain-specific epitopes.  The HIV MPER and fusion peptide 

represent attractive targets for this approach as the epitopes are predominantly contained 

within linear peptides.  As the presentation of the MPER in the context of membrane is likely 

important, liposomes have been frequently employed to present MPER peptides.  However, 

MPER liposomes have not yet been successful at eliciting nAbs, potentially due to the 

requirement for some degree of autoreactivity for MPER-specific neutralization, that may lead 

to the deletion of MPER targeting lineages (Zhang et al., 2016).  The HIV fusion peptide (FP) 

conjugated to an immunogenic carrier (KLH) however, has shown promising results in animal 

models.  Priming with FP-KLH followed by boosts with stabilized Env trimers elicited nAbs in 

animal models, and fusion peptide specific antibodies capable of neutralizing diverse strains 

from different clades were detectable (Cheng et al., 2019, 2020; Kong et al., 2019; Xu et al., 

2018). 

Polyvalent HIV vaccines 
The development of stabilized, soluble trimers that mimic the native functional HIV trimer and 

elicit strain-specific neutralizing HIV antibodies in animal models represents a critical advance 

in HIV vaccine development.  However, it appears a single native Env immunogen is unlikely 

to be sufficient to elicit broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies in humans.  One approach to 

broaden responses includes the use of multiple stabilized Env trimers in polyvalent or 

heterologous boost regimens in the hopes that exposure to diverse Envs will favour the 

development and selection of cross-neutralizing B cells.   

However, these approaches have thus far had little success in animal models.  While 

polyvalent and repeated immunization of rabbits with two, three, or four stabilized HIV Env 

(SOSIP) trimers elicited nAbs to each of the Envs in many of the animals, it did not significantly 

broaden responses to Envs not included in the immunization (Klasse et al., 2016; de la Peña 

et al., 2018). Where cross-neutralizing antibodies were detected, they were generally of low 

titer, and in only a few animals.  More recently, stabilized trimers were engineered from five 
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different Envs from multiple clades (Dubrovskaya et al., 2019).  These Env cocktails were also 

arrayed in mixtures at high density on liposomal particles, with glycans shielding the CD4bs 

removed from the priming immunogens to encourage the targeting of the CD4bs.  

Immunization of rabbits with these cocktails elicited some serum cross neutralizing activity, 

although in only 2/12 rabbits and only after 5 or 6 immunizations.  It’s not yet clear how different 

immunogens included in cocktails should be, nor how they should be administered to favour 

the development of cross-neutralizing responses over immunodominant, strain-specific ones.   

 

Rationale and overarching aim 

Although HIV infection causes a variety of immune perturbations that would not be present in 

the vaccine setting (Moody et al., 2016), characterizing the development of neutralizing 

antibody responses to HIV in infected humans could identify mechanisms that vaccines could 

leverage to broaden elicited antibody responses.  Indeed, a common theme in almost all 

rational vaccine design approaches for HIV, described above, is the application of insights 

drawn from studies of the antibody responses in infected individuals.   In this thesis we 

investigated HIV co- and super-infected individuals to gain important insights into 

immunodominance, memory recruitment, and broadening of antibody responses that could 

facilitate the design of polyvalent and sequential vaccine regimens.  Intriguingly, HIV 

superinfection has been associated with broader neutralizing antibody responses in some 

longitudinal cohorts (Cortez et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2010), suggesting that they may hold 

insights into one pathway to breadth.  Importantly, multivalent or sequential exposure and 

heterologous immunogens represent pathways that are readily translatable to vaccine 

regimens. 

 Through a detailed, longitudinal analysis of the neutralizing antibody responses in HIV-1 co- 

and super-infected individuals, the overarching aim of this thesis is to identify the impact that 

exposure to two or more divergent HIV variants will have on the specificity and breadth of the 

neutralizing antibody response.   
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Abstract 

Eliciting antibodies capable of neutralizing a broad range of circulating HIV strains (bnAbs) 

represents a key priority for vaccine development.  HIV superinfection (re-infection with a 

second strain following an established HIV infection) has been associated with increased 

neutralization breadth, and can provide insights into how the human immune system responds 

to sequential exposure to two distinct HIV Envelope glycoprotein (Env) antigens.  

Characterizing the kinetics and specificity of neutralizing antibody (nAb) responses in four 

superinfected women revealed that superinfection did not boost memory nAb responses 

primed by the first infection, nor promote nAb responses to epitopes conserved in both 

infecting viruses.  While one superinfected individual developed extremely potent bnAbs, 

superinfection was likely not the driver of breadth.  In conclusion, sequential exposure to two 

distinct Envs led to neutralizing responses specific to each Env, but did not promote the 

development of bnAbs. These data have important implications, suggesting that sequential 

immunization with heterologous Envs may not be sufficient to focus the immune response 

onto conserved epitopes on the HIV Env.  
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Introduction 

Eliciting broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) through immunization remains a primary goal 

for HIV prevention.  While antibodies capable of neutralizing primary HIV isolates have 

recently been elicited in animal models by vaccination with stabilized HIV Env trimers, the 

responses were narrow, typically only neutralizing viruses that matched the immunizing Env(s) 

(Crooks et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2017).  Due to the tremendous 

diversity of HIV Env proteins, protective vaccines will need to direct neutralizing antibody (nAb) 

responses onto more conserved regions on the HIV Env in order to achieve broad cross-

neutralization. BnAbs do develop in a subset of HIV infected individuals, and are typically 

attributable to one or a few antibody specificities targeting conserved epitopes on the HIV Env 

(Walker et al., 2010). Defining virological and immunological events and pathways that focus 

responses to conserved epitopes could identify mechanisms that vaccines could leverage.   

Materials and Methods 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Human Subjects 
Samples were provided from participants from the CAPRISA 002 Acute Infection Study that 

characterized the natural history of HIV-1 subtype C infection.  Briefly, this cohort recruited 

recently HIV infected women from high risk, HIV negative women from Durban and Vulindlela, 

KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa between August 2004 and May 2005 (van Loggerenberg et al., 

2008) as well as from the CAPRISA 004 Tenofovir microbicide study (Abdool Karim et al., 

2010).  Through the screening 775 individuals, a cohort of 245 uninfected high-risk women 

was established, the majority (78%) of whom self-identified as sex-workers (van Loggerenberg 

et al., 2008).  The acute infection cohort enrolled 62 HIV-infected women, of whom 3 were 

subsequently lost to follow up.  The timing of infection was estimated as either the midpoint 

between the last antibody negative and first antibody positive visits, or 14 days prior to an 

RNA-positive, antibody negative sample.  HIV positive participants were followed 

longitudinally, and plasma samples were taken weekly for three weeks, fortnightly until 

approximately three months post infection, monthly until approximately 1 year post infection, 

and quarterly thereafter.  Plasma was stored in either EDTA, or ACD (acid citrate dextrose) to 

prevent coagulation, and stored at -80°C until use.  Participants in this study were antiretroviral 

therapy (ART) naïve and were initiated on ART consistent with the prevailing South African 

ART guidelines.  Ethical approval for this study was received from the ethics committees of 

the University of Cape Town (025/2004), the University of KwaZulu-Natal (E013/04), and the 
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University of the Witwatersrand (MM040202), and all participants provided written, informed 

consent.  

Cell lines 
TZM-bl (JC53-bl) cells, engineered by J. Kappes and X. Wu, were obtained from the NIH AIDS 

Research and Reference Reagent Program (cat# 8129).  HEK293T cells were obtained from 

George Shaw (University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL).  Both cell lines were maintained in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Gibco, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), containing 4.5 

g/L glucose, L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, and supplemented with 50 μg/ml Gentamicin 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), 25 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), and 10% heat 

inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Biochrom, Cambridge, UK).  Cells were cultured at 

37oC in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2, and monolayers were disrupted at confluence 

with Trypsin-EDTA. 

METHOD DETAILS 

Single Genome Sequencing 
Plasma viral RNA was extracted from 200 µl or 400 µl of plasma using either the Roche 

MagNApure (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) or QIAamp viral RNA mini kits 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA).  RNA was reversed-transcribed to cDNA using Superscript III 

(Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Env 

cassettes were amplified from the cDNA in a nested PCR by Single Genome Amplification 

(SGA) using 0.025 units of Platinum Taq High Fidelity (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, CA) per 20 μl reaction, as previously described (Abrahams et al., 2009; Keele et al., 

2008).  Primers used in the outer reaction were 5’- GGGTTTATTACAGGGACAGCAGAG -3’ 

(HXB2 nt 4900 - 4923) and 5’-GCACTCAAGGCAAGCTTTATTGAGGCTTA -3’ (HXB2 nt 9604 

- 9632).  Inner primers used were 5’- CACC GGCTTAGGCATCTCCTATAGCAGGAAGAA-3’ 

(HXB2 nt 5954 - 5982) and 5’- TTGCCAATCAAGGAAGTAGCCTTGTGT -3’ (HXB2 nt 9145-

9171).  Outer reaction thermal cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 94oC 

for 2 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of [94°C for 15 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds, 68°C for 4 

minutes], followed by a final extension for 1 cycle at 68°C for 20 minutes.  Inner reaction 

thermal cycling conditions were the same as above, for 45 cycles.   Amplicons were directly 

sequenced using an ABI3000 genetic analyser and BigDye terminator reagents (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using twelve primers, by the Central Analytic Facility at the 

University of Stellenbosch, South Africa.  Contigs were assembled using Sequencher 4.10.1 

(Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI).  All sequences were screened for contamination against a 

database of all sequences generated in the laboratory including all constructs used. 
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Molecular Cloning 
Amplicons were ligated into pcDNA3.1-Topo Directional Cloning Vector (Invitrogen, Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and transformed into Top10 Chemically Competent E. Coli cells 

(Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions, and 

cultured on Luria-Bertani agar supplemented with 100 μg/ml Carbenicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, St 

Louis, MO). Plasmid purification was performed using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep, or the 

QIAfilter Plasmid Midi kits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  

Plasmids were sequenced as described above in order to ensure the clone contained no non-

synonymous mutations relative to the SGA-derived env sequence.   

Neutralization assays 
Env-pseudotyped viruses were generated by co-transfecting env plasmids with pSG3ΔEnv at 

a 1:2 ratio into HEK293T cells using Fugene 6 (Applied Science, Indianapolis, IA) or PolyFect 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Pseudoviruses were harvested 

from the supernatant 48 hours following transfection, filtered through a 0.45 μm filter (Millipore, 

Merck, Billerica, MA), made up to 20% FBS, and stored at -80°C until use.  Neutralization 

assays were performed as described previously (Gray et al., 2007). Assays were performed 

in duplicate wells, and repeated at least twice using aliquots of the same plasma draw.  

Neutralization breadth for the cohort was previously characterized, and quantified as the 

proportion of heterologous viruses from a multi-subtype pseudovirus panel of 18 viruses each 

plasma sample was able to neutralize at ID50 titers >45.   

V3 ELISA 
Six 33-mer V3 peptides, representative of the V3s from CAPRISA participants CAP88, CAP45, 

CAP239, CAP63, CAP206 and CAP84 were used to estimate V3 antibody titers. Peptides 

were coated onto high-binding 96-well enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay plates at a 

concentration of 2.5 μg/ml in sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.5) overnight at 4°C. Unbound 

peptide was removed by washing four times with phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.3% 

Tween 20 (wash solution), and plates were blocked for 1 h at room temperature with 200 μl of 

phosphate-buffered saline, 0.3% Tween 20, and 5% nonfat milk. Serum samples were diluted 

1:500 in block solution, and 100 μl per well was added, followed by incubation at room 

temperature for 1 h. Plates were washed four times with wash solution before the addition of 

100 μl of secondary antibody (horseradish peroxidase-labelled goat anti-human (Fc-specific) 

antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) diluted 1:1,000 in blocking solution), and incubated 

for 1 h at 37°C. After four washes with wash solution, bound antibody was detected using 

tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate and stopped by the addition of 25 μl of 1 M sulfuric acid. 
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Mutagenesis 
Point mutants were generated using the Quikchange Lightning site-directed mutagenesis kit 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  

Recombination inference in CAP256 
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was used to assign sites to parent viruses, similar to the 

“BURT” approach used in RDP4 (Martin et al., 2015).  The HMM takes as input two parent 

sequences (A and B), and one target sequence, and outputs a probabilistic assignment of 

each nucleotide site in the target sequence to a parent. To achieve this, a hidden state is 

associated with each parent. Where the model is in state “A”, a site in the target sequence has 

a high probability of matching parent A, and a lower probability of mismatching, and similarly 

for state “B”. This framework naturally accounts for the possibility that a base that originated 

from one parent could stochastically mutate to now match the other parent. These match and 

mismatch probability parameters, as well as a parent switching-rate parameter,  are fit by 

approximate maximum likelihood, using Viterbi Training (Rabiner et al., 1989), and the 

empirical Bayes posterior assignments of sites to parents is calculated using the Forward-

Backward algorithm.  This was applied to an alignment of V1V2 sequences from CAP256 

(BioProject accession number PRJNA294363) (Bhiman et al., 2015), and the posterior 

probabilities were visualized in Mathematica 10 (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL).  

Quantification and statistical analysis 
The relationship between autologous potency and heterologous breadth was assessed using 

linear regression of log10 transformed peak titers, implemented in Prism 5 (Graphpad 

Software, San Diego, CA). 

Code availability  
The custom HMM was implemented in Python, and the code is available at 

https://github.com/MurrellGroup/  with no restrictions to access. 
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Results 

Infection by a second HIV strain after established primary infection (HIV superinfection) has 

been associated with broader antibody responses (Cortez et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2010).   

Such events are analogous to heterologous prime-boost immunizations, offering an 

opportunity to assess how the human immune system responds to sequential exposure to two 

distinct HIV Env antigens.   

Previously, longitudinal gag (n = 365), nef (n = 289), and/or env (n = 2011) single-genome 

sequences from 32 participants in the CAPRISA 002 cohort spanning a total of 54.9 person-

years of follow-up sequences were screened retrospectively for superinfection as described 

(Sheward et al., 2015). Using single genome sequencing and strain-specific PCR, a 

phylogenetically unlinked virus could be detected after seroconversion that was not detectable 

at or before seroconversion in three participants (CAP237, CAP256, and CAP281). Similarly, 

seroconverters from the CAPRISA 004 microbicide trial were screened for superinfection 

using 454 high-throughput sequencing, as described (Redd et al., 2014a), identifying two 

cases of superinfection. 

All together, in 108 women recruited in acute/early infection and screened for superinfection 

over approximately two years (CAPRISA 002 cohort), we have identified five superinfected 

participants.  All cases represented intra-subtype superinfection with two subtype C viruses.  

All five cases were superinfected between 3-10 months following primary infection 

(Supplementary Figure. 2.1), and two developed antibodies capable of neutralizing 

heterologous viruses at two years post infection (Figure. 2.1a).  Although we have previously 

detailed the development of extremely potent, bnAbs in one of these superinfected 

participants, CAP256 (Bhiman et al., 2015; Doria-Rose et al., 2014), the contribution of 

superinfection itself to the development of breadth was not clear.    

Studies of nAb responses following superinfection are critically dependent on the identification 

of the superinfecting Env prior to recombination with the primary infecting virus.  Frequent 

follow-up of participants following diagnosis of infection (every two to four weeks) enabled us 

to identify and clone the transmitted/founders of superinfection from four donors (Sheward et 

al., 2015).  The Env genetic distance between the primary infecting (PI) and superinfecting 

(SI) viruses ranged from 11.9% to 15.2%, consistent with unlinked viruses (Supplementary 

Figure 2.1). Despite this intensive sampling, we were unable to obtain the SI prior to 

recombination with the primary virus in the fifth donor (CAP334), highlighting the challenges 

in accurately deciphering immune responses after superinfection.  
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Taking advantage of these Env clones, we evaluated whether superinfection promoted 

responses that cross-neutralized both infecting viruses, and whether superinfection may have 

boosted memory B cell responses primed by an initial infection.   Secondary, memory 

responses would be expected to (i) be of higher titer than primary responses, (ii) arise more 

rapidly than primary responses, and (iii) neutralize both the priming and boosting antigens 

(Ahmed and Gray, 1996).  

To determine if the nAb responses to superinfection were elevated, we compared the peak 

nAb titers against all four SI viruses to their matched primary infecting virus, as well as to the 

nAb titers that arose against early/founder viruses in 22 other participants in the CAPRISA 

002 cohort. We found that titers to the CAP237 and CAP377 SI viruses were comparable to 

those seen in single infections from the rest of the cohort (Figure 2.1b).  In contrast, CAP256 

and CAP281 developed exceedingly high neutralizing titers against their SI viruses, with ID50 

titers exceeding 38,000 and 20,000 respectively, that were 24- and 12-fold higher than the 

cohort median (Figure 2.1b).  In CAP281, these high titers were produced despite maintaining 

a low or undetectable viral load throughout the first years of infection.  However, only CAP256 

went on to develop bnAbs, and among 14 confirmed singly-infected participants where 

neutralization data over three years was available, we found no significant association 

between potency of the autologous nAb response and the later development of breadth 

(Supplementary Figure 2.2).  This indicates that eliciting potent responses alone may not be 

sufficient to promote breadth.  

To assess whether the onset of nAb responses to superinfection was accelerated, as would 

be expected for memory responses, we compared the time from primary infection and 

superinfection until the first detection of nAbs.  The nAb responses to SI viruses reached 

detectable levels a median of 9-17.5 weeks following superinfection (Figure 2.1c), comparable 

with the time to first detection of nAbs to the primary infecting viruses in each of the four 

superinfected individuals.  This was also comparable with the timing of nAb responses 

following primary HIV infection in 22 other participants, which were detectable by a median of 

9-16 weeks post infection (Figure 2.1c).  As the onset of nAbs to the SI viruses were not 

accelerated, this suggested that they likely represented de novo responses, rather than 

secondary, memory responses.  
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Figure 2.1  Potent neutralizing antibody responses arose to superinfecting viruses 
with a similar time-to-detection as primary HIV responses.  
a Comparison of neutralization breadth (% of heterologous viruses neutralized) present in plasma 
sampled 2 years post infection between superinfected participants (n=5) and remaining CAP002 cohort 
participants (n=119).  Antibody breadth was compared at two years post infection as all superinfected 
participants had at least two years of ARV-naïve follow up.  Furthermore, if cross-neutralizing antibodies 
do not develop by 2-3 years post infection, they are unlikely to do so subsequently (Gray et al., 2011; 
Landais et al., 2016; Mikell et al., 2011).  Cross neutralization data at two years was available for 120 
anti-retroviral therapy-naïve participants.  b Autologous neutralizing antibody titers, over time, to 
superinfecting Envs (red), primary infecting Envs in participants later superinfected (blue), and to 
early/founder Envs from other CAPRISA participants (grey) (n=22). c Estimated time, in weeks, from 
transmission until the first detection of these neutralizing antibody responses.  The error bars represent 
the range given the 95% confidence interval for the timing of infection/superinfection. 
 
 
To determine whether the nAb responses that arose following superinfection were specific for 

epitopes present in both infecting viruses, we analysed the dynamics of the nAb responses to 

PI and SI viruses (Figure 2.2a-d).  In two donors (CAP281 and CAP237) superinfection was 

associated with a spike in titers to the PI.  For both donors, there was also a simultaneous 

boost in V3 antibodies as measured by ELISA (Figure 2.2e, f) and a transient increase in viral 

load at this time (Figure 2.2g, h), suggesting that the spikes in titer may have been the result 

of a generalized activation.  However, while titers to the PI increased following superinfection 

in these donors, they did not cross-neutralize the SI viruses, with nAb titers to the SI viruses 

only emerging weeks later.  Furthermore, when titers to the SI viruses arose, titers to the PI 

viruses fell (Figure 2.2a, b).  Thus, the dynamics of neutralization in both CAP281 and CAP237 

is inconsistent with recruitment of memory responses that cross-neutralized both infecting 

viruses. 
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Figure 2.2  Neutralizing antibody responses to the superinfecting Envs did not cross-
neutralize the primary infecting Envs.   
a-d Neutralizing antibody titers, over time, to the primary infecting (PI, blue) and superinfecting (SI, red) 
Envs from (a) CAP281, (b) CAP237, (c) CAP256, and (d) CAP377. Titers to Env clones representative 
of the primary infecting variant circulating near the time of superinfection (CAP281 PI 39w in (a) and 
CAP377 PI 37w in (d), are shown in light blue and with open symbols.  (e,f) Boost in antibodies specific 
for V3 peptides following superinfection in donors (e) CAP281 and (f) CAP237.  Longitudinal V3 
antibody titers were determined by ELISA, using six independent clade C V3 peptides. A peptide found 
in Ebola virus was used as a negative control.  Plotted is the mean and standard deviation.  g,h Spike 
in viral load following superinfection.  Longitudinal viral load (in copies/ml) is depicted for (g) CAP237 
and (h) CAP281.   The estimated time of superinfection is shown in each figure by the vertical dotted 
line with the confidence interval shaded. 
 

 

In contrast to CAP281 and CAP237, in donors CAP256 and CAP377 nAb titers to the SI 

viruses and contemporaneous primary viruses arose together (Figure 2.2c, d). This 

overlapping neutralization profile is suggestive of a response that cross-neutralized both 

viruses.  Furthermore, CAP377 and CAP256 were also the only superinfected individuals that 

developed neutralization breadth, raising the possibility that superinfection drove breadth by 

promoting responses to epitopes conserved in both infecting viruses.  We therefore mapped 

the targets of the nAb response following superinfection.  As cross-neutralizing activity that 

developed later in CAP377 was attributable to V2-directed antibodies (Figure 2.3a), we 

evaluated whether neutralization of both the PI and SI viruses also targeted V2.  bnAbs specific 

for V2 are most commonly highly dependent on the N-linked glycan at position 160 and a 

lysine at position 169 (Andrabi et al., 2015; Gorman et al., 2016).  The introduction of a 169E 
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mutation into the CAP377 superinfecting virus abrogated neutralization by CAP377 plasma 

(Figure 2.3b), indicating that the SI virus was likely neutralized by V2-directed antibodies.  

However, the same mutation in the PI virus had no effect (Figure 2.3c), indicating that 

neutralization of the PI was mediated by a different neutralizing response to that targeting the 

SI virus (and mediating breadth).  Indeed, the high divergence between the V2s (Figure 2.3d) 

provides further evidence that the nAb response did not target an epitope conserved in both 

viruses.  Similarly, the isolation of mAbs from CAP256 previously revealed that the precursor 

of the CAP256-VRC26 antibody lineage (that accounts for the breadth in this donor) 

neutralized the SI but not the PI virus (Doria-Rose et al., 2014).   Taken together, these data 

indicate that the nAb responses to superinfection did not represent the boosting of responses 

primed by initial infection, and did not target epitopes present in the PI viruses.   

 

 

Figure 2.3  A single antibody response does not account for neutralization of both the 
primary infecting and superinfecting viruses in donor CAP377.   
a Introduction of a K169E mutation abrogated neutralization of CAP45 by CAP377 indicating that 
heterologous neutralization was attributable to a K169-dependent antibody response.  Tabled are the 
ID50 titers for each Env tested against a 2 year plasma sample from CAP377.  b, c Introduction of a 
K169E mutation knocks out neutralization of the superinfecting virus (b), but not the primary infecting 
virus (c) by CAP377 plasma. d High divergence between the CAP377 primary infecting and 
superinfecting V2 sequences.  Numbers represent reference HXB2 numbering. 
 
As superinfection in CAP256 did not drive breadth by promoting multiple responses (breadth 

was attributable to a single antibody lineage), or by promoting a response to an epitope 
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conserved in both infecting viruses, we investigated whether diversity introduced through 

superinfection, via recombination, may have facilitated the development of bnAbs in CAP256.   

We showed previously that acquiring the ability to tolerate diversity at V2 residues 166 and 

169, specifically 166K, and 169I/T/Q, was associated with the development of breadth in 

CAP256 (Bhiman et al., 2015; Doria-Rose et al., 2014).  We therefore applied a Hidden Markov 

Model (see methods) to identify whether this diversity was inherited from the primary infecting 

virus via recombination, or arose independently.  We show that 169T and 169I predominantly 

arose in the SI V2 (Figure 2.4), and while 166K and 169Q were inherited from the PI virus 

(Supplementary Figure 2.3), these mutations also arose independently in the SI lineage 

(Figure 2.4).  These data indicate that multiple infection was not necessary to introduce the 

diversity that promoted the development of bnAbs in CAP256.   

 

Figure 2.4  Diversity associated with broadening of the antibody response in CAP256 
arose in the superinfecting virus.  
Key genotypes and their frequencies in the superinfecting lineage are shown over time.  Only residues 
that were assigned to the superinfecting lineage with posterior probabilities >0.5 are included, where 
more confident assignments are redder.  Overlaid is a schematic of the development of breadth over 
time. 
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Discussion  

Immunization with multiple Env immunogens has been proposed as a strategy to broaden 

neutralizing responses.  Our identification of the viruses that superinfected CAP256 and three 

additional superinfected participants in the extremely well characterised CAPRISA 002 cohort 

has allowed us to define the neutralizing antibody response to HIV superinfection - a model 

for heterologous prime-boost immunizations. This has also enabled us to systematically 

investigate mechanisms whereby superinfection could enhance neutralization breadth: by 

promoting responses to an epitope conserved in both viruses; by stimulating multiple antibody 

responses; or by accelerating diversification within epitopes.  

A broad diversity of memory B cells are generated in HIV infection (Scheid et al., 2009) that 

could be activated upon re-infection.  However, we show that HIV superinfection likely did not 

boost memory responses primed by the initial infection.  While two of the four superinfected 

donors developed unusually high autologous titers to the SI virus, none of the nAb responses 

to SI viruses arose more rapidly than primary HIV responses.  Rather, de novo nAb responses 

arose following superinfection.  Furthermore, superinfection did not elicit responses to 

epitopes conserved in both infecting viruses.  Overall, infection with two variants resulted in 

additive responses, although in one case there was a pronounced decline in the titers to the 

PI virus following superinfection.  These findings have important implications for HIV 

immunizations, including the potential of heterologous prime-boost strategies to activate 

memory B cell populations.  It is important here to differentiate such prime-boost 

immunizations with unrelated Envs (analogous to superinfection) from sequential, lineage-

based immunizations.  The latter approach seeks to utilize highly related immunogens that 

recapitulate viral evolution known to shape antibody lineages towards breadth (Bhiman et al., 

2015; Doria-Rose et al., 2014; Gorman et al., 2016; Landais et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2013; 

MacLeod et al., 2016; Medina-Ramírez et al., 2017). 

While one superinfected donor (CAP256) developed extremely potent bnAbs, we find no 

evidence that superinfection itself promoted their development.   Breadth in CAP256 was 

attributable to a single antibody lineage (Doria-Rose et al., 2014), indicating that superinfection 

did not promote breadth by expanding the number of distinct responses.  Early antibodies in 

this lineage were also specific for the SI virus and not the PI virus indicating that superinfection 

did not facilitate breadth by directing responses to an Env conserved in both infecting viruses.  

This is also consistent with observations from the recent isolation of mAbs from another 

superinfected individual that developed bnAbs - mAbs isolated from this individual either 

neutralized PI viruses or SI viruses, with none cross-neutralizing both (Williams et al., 2018).  
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In this individual, broadly neutralizing activity also appeared to be largely attributable to the 

mAb lineage that arose to the SI virus, with the antibodies that arose to the PI virus only making 

a minor contribution.  While acquiring the ability to tolerate viral diversity that arose at key 

residues led to the CAP256.VRC26 antibody lineage developing broadly neutralizing activity, 

infection with two strains was not necessary to introduce this diversity.  As a result, we find no 

evidence that superinfection itself was necessary for the development of breadth in CAP256.  

Previous studies have reported that superinfection broadens the nAb response (Cortez et al., 

2012; Powell et al., 2010), though others saw no statistically significant effect (Cornelissen et 

al., 2016).  Where a significant broadening was observed in previous studies, the effect size 

was small with superinfected individuals approximately 1.5 times more likely to develop 

breadth than singly infected individuals (Cortez et al., 2012).  This effect size would be 

consistent with a near-additive effect of superinfection on nAb breadth, such as that we 

describe here. It is crucial to differentiate an additive effect (i.e. stimulation of two strain-

specific antibody responses, each with the potential to develop breadth) from one that is more 

likely to be synergistic (eg. the promotion of a cross-neutralizing antibody response to an 

epitope conserved on both viruses).  Stimulating independent antibody responses to each of 

two immunizing immunogens has restricted value in the context of a goal to elicit bnAbs to 

HIV by vaccination.   

As HIV superinfection is a rare event, we (and others) have been limited by small sample 

sizes.  Large-scale screening of multiple longitudinal cohorts for cases of superinfection 

together with more sophisticated screening approaches, will be required to establish larger 

sample sizes, and could provide extremely valuable insights for sequential immunizations. 

Furthermore, sequencing of HIV-specific B cells before and after superinfection in the future 

could identify whether superinfection reactivates any minor memory B cell populations that 

would not be not evident in plasma studies, or whether superinfection leads exclusively to de 

novo responses. 

It is also important to consider the on-going HIV replication and immune dysfunction present 

in HIV-infected individuals that would not be present in the vaccine setting.  While memory B 

cell dysfunction is known to arise with HIV pathogenesis, all participants described here were 

superinfected within the first year of infection and had relatively high CD4 counts (>450 

cells/μl) at the time of superinfection.  Host factors, including autoimmunity, may also 

contribute to the development of broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies (Borrow and Moody,2017; 

Dugast et al., 2017; Havenar-Daughton et al., 2016; Landais et al., 2016; Moody et al., 2016) 

and these were not assessed here.  Despite these caveats, results from vaccine studies have 

thus far been consistent with our observations.   Polyvalent and sequential immunization of 
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rabbits with two, three or four stabilized HIV Env trimers elicited nAbs to each of the Envs in 

many of the animals, but no significant broadening of the responses to Envs not included in 

the immunization was evident (Klasse et al., 2016; de la Peña et al., 2018).   

Interestingly, the nAb responses that arose in two individuals to their SI viruses were the most 

potent responses observed in the cohort.  We showed that these were not secondary, memory 

responses but rather potent, de novo responses.  Immune complexes are known to be more 

immunogenic than antigen alone (Brady L. Jeannine, 2005), and presentation of 

superinfecting antigen would have occurred in the context of (non-neutralizing) antibodies 

produced in response to primary infection.  These antibodies may shield non-neutralizing 

epitopes, improving the quality of neutralizing responses elicited against the SI.  Indeed, in a 

therapeutic trial, passive therapy with an HIV-specific, broadly neutralizing, monoclonal 

antibody significantly improved subsequent neutralizing antibody responses in all but one of 

15 participants (Schoofs et al., 2016), potentially mediated by a similar mechanism. Identifying 

the mechanism underlying the potent response to SI viruses could improve future vaccines.  

In conclusion, we find that HIV superinfection fails to efficiently recruit neutralizing memory B 

cells and, at best, results in additive nAb responses rather than a synergistic effect leading to 

cross-neutralization; a distinction that is highly relevant for vaccine design.  This suggests that 

while sequential immunizations with heterologous Env immunogens may be able to improve 

the potency of elicited responses, alone, they are unlikely to promote the development of 

bnAbs.   
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Supplementary Figure 2.1 Identification of superinfection in five participants.   
The estimated timing of superinfection, with the confidence interval in parenthesis, is summarized 

together with the viral load (VL) at 1 year post primary infection, CD4 count at the visit closest to the 

estimated time of superinfection.  PI-SI distance; the DNA distance in env between the 

transmitted/founders of primary infection and superinfection for each participant. nd; not done.  PID; 

anonymized participant ID numbers. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2.2  Potency does not lead to breadth.   
No significant correlation (P = 0.8194) between the potency of the autologous neutralizing antibody 
response and the later development of neutralization breadth in singly infected participants (n=14).  
Breadth was measured at 3 years post infection and potency was estimated as the mean of the 3 
highest titers observed against an acute/early Env clone. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.3 Frequency of key genotypes in the primary infecting 
lineage over time in CAP256.   
Only residues that were assigned to the primary infecting virus lineage with posterior probabilities >0.5 
are included, where more confident assignments are bluer.  
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Abstract 

Induction of broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs) to HIV, and other diverse pathogens, will 

likely require the use of multiple immunogens.  An understanding of the dynamics of antibody 

development to multiple diverse but related antigens would facilitate the rational design of 

immunization strategies.  Here, we characterize, in detail, the development of nAbs in three 

individuals co-infected with several divergent HIV variants.  Two of these co-infected 

individuals developed additive or cross-neutralizing antibody responses. However, 

interference was observed in the third case, with neutralizing antibody responses to one viral 

variant arising to the near exclusion of neutralizing responses to the other.  Longitudinal 

characterization of the diversity in the Envelope glycoprotein trimer (Env) structure showed 

that, in the individual who developed the broadest nAbs, circulating viruses shared a 

conserved epitope on the trimer apex that was targeted by cross-neutralizing antibodies.  In 

contrast, in the other two individuals, diversity was distributed across Env.  Taken together, 

these data highlight that multiple related immunogens can result in immune interference. 

However, they also suggest that immunogen cocktails presenting shared, conserved 

neutralizing epitopes in a variable background may focus broadly neutralizing antibody 

responses to these targets.  
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Introduction 

Induction of broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies (bNAbs) will likely be necessary for an 

effective HIV vaccine. Recombinant, soluble, stabilized HIV envelope glycoprotein (Env) 

trimers that resemble the native trimer have been shown to elicit nAbs in animal models 

(Sanders and Moore, 2017).  However, these antibodies have been largely strain-specific, and 

new strategies to broaden responses remains a priority.  One approach to achieve this is the 

co-administration of multiple immunogen variants (vaccine “cocktails”).  Such cocktails could 

drive multiple independent neutralizing antibody responses to each immunogen, or potentially 

favour responses to conserved epitopes.  However, multiple unrelated stabilized Env trimers, 

administered together as a cocktail or sequentially, failed to promote cross-neutralizing 

antibodies in rabbits or macaques (Klasse et al., 2016; de la Peña et al., 2018).  For this 

approach, it is not clear how much diversity is required, nor how such immunogens should be 

administered in order to promote the development of bNAbs.  While bNAbs have not been 

successfully elicited by immunization, they develop in a subset of HIV infected individuals. 

Insights from studies of these individuals continue to shape the next generation of vaccine 

strategies that hope to elicit similar responses.  

In the majority of cases, HIV infection is established by a single founder variant.  However, in 

~20-30% of cases, infection can be traced to more than one founder (multi-variant 

transmission) (Abrahams et al., 2009; Keele et al., 2008). In a subset of these cases, highly 

diverged Env variants are evident, likely representing independent transmission events from 

different donors, or multi-virus transmission from a donor that was infected by two or more 

phylogenetically distinct variants.  Teasing apart the neutralizing antibody responses to 

multiple Env antigens in these cases could provide information on how vaccines might be 

designed to promote cross-neutralization.  

 

We previously characterized the antibody responses in five HIV superinfected individuals, and 

found that sequential exposure to two HIV variants, the second variant failed to efficiently 

recruit cross-neutralizing memory B cells specific for conserved epitopes (Sheward et al., 

2018).  Here, we expand this investigation to determine if co-exposure to two HIV variants (co-

infection) rather than sequential exposure may better favour the development of HIV cross-

neutralizing antibodies.  We characterize, in-depth, the neutralizing antibody responses in 

three individuals infected with two or more diverse HIV variants prior to seroconversion 

(defined here as co-infection) and discuss the implications for the design of polyvalent 

immunogen cocktails. 
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Materials and Methods  

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 

Human Subjects 
Samples were provided from participants from the CAPRISA 002 Acute Infection Study 

established in 2004 (van Loggerenberg et al., 2008).  This cohort recruited recently HIV 

infected women from high risk, HIV negative women from Durban and Vulindlela, KwaZulu-

Natal, South Africa as well as from the CAPRISA 004 study (Abdool Karim et al., 2010).  The 

timing of infection was estimated as either the midpoint between the last antibody negative 

and first antibody positive visits, or 14 days prior to an RNA-positive, antibody negative 

sample.  HIV positive participants were followed longitudinally, and plasma samples were 

taken weekly for three weeks, fortnightly until approximately three months post infection, 

monthly until approximately 1 year post infection, and quarterly thereafter.  Plasma was stored 

in either EDTA, or ACD (acid citrate dextrose) to prevent coagulation, and stored at -80°C until 

use.  Participants in this study were antiretroviral therapy (ART) naïve and were initiated on 

ART consistent with the prevailing South African ART guidelines.  Ethical approval for this 

study was received from the ethics committees of the University of Cape Town (025/2004), 

the University of KwaZulu-Natal (E013/04), and the University of the Witwatersrand 

(MM040202), and all participants provided written, informed consent.  

Cell lines 
TZM-bl (JC53-bl) cells, engineered by J. Kappes and X. Wu, were obtained from the NIH AIDS 

Research and Reference Reagent Program (cat# 8129).  HEK293T cells were obtained from 

George Shaw (University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL).  Both cell lines were maintained in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Gibco, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), containing 4.5 

g/L glucose, L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate, and supplemented with 1% Penicillin and 

Streptomycin, 25 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), and 10% heat inactivated Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS) (Biochrom, Cambridge, UK).  Cells were cultured at 37oC in a humidified 

incubator with 5% CO2, and monolayers were disrupted when nearing confluence with 

Trypsin-EDTA. 

Single Genome Sequencing 
Plasma viral RNA was extracted from 200 µl or 400 µl of plasma using either the Roche 

MagNApure (Roche Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) or QIAamp viral RNA mini kits 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA).  RNA was reversed-transcribed to cDNA using Superscript III 

(Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Env 
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cassettes were amplified from the cDNA in a nested PCR by Single Genome Amplification 

(SGA) using 0.025 units of Platinum Taq High Fidelity (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, CA) per 20 μl reaction, as previously described (Abrahams et al., 2009; Keele et al., 

2008).  Primers used in the outer reaction were 5’- GGGTTTATTACAGGGACAGCAGAG -3’ 

(HXB2 nt 4900 - 4923) and 5’-GCACTCAAGGCAAGCTTTATTGAGGCTTA -3’ (HXB2 nt 9604 

- 9632).  Inner primers used were 5’- CACC GGCTTAGGCATCTCCTATAGCAGGAAGAA-3’ 

(HXB2 nt 5954 - 5982) and 5’- TTGCCAATCAAGGAAGTAGCCTTGTGT -3’ (HXB2 nt 9145-

9171).  Outer reaction thermal cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation at 94oC 

for 2 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of [94°C for 15 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds, 68°C for 4 

minutes], followed by a final extension for 1 cycle at 68°C for 20 minutes.  Inner reaction 

thermal cycling conditions were the same as above, for 45 cycles.   Amplicons were directly 

sequenced using an ABI3000 genetic analyser and BigDye terminator reagents (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using twelve primers, by the Central Analytic Facility at the 

University of Stellenbosch, South Africa.  Contigs were assembled using Sequencher 4.10.1 

(Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI).  All sequences were screened for contamination against a 

database of all sequences generated in the laboratory including all constructs used. 

Molecular Cloning 
At each timepoint, amplicons closest to the consensus of each major clade closest to each of 

the transmitting variants were selected and amplicons were ligated into pcDNA3.1-Topo 

Directional Cloning Vector (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and transformed into 

Top10 Chemically Competent E. Coli cells (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) as 

per the manufacturer’s instructions, and cultured on Luria-Bertani agar supplemented with 100 

μg/ml Carbenicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO). Plasmid purification was performed using 

the QIAprep Spin Miniprep, or the QIAfilter Plasmid Midi kits (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), as per 

the manufacturer’s instructions.  Plasmids were sequenced as described above in order to 

ensure the clone contained no non-synonymous mutations relative to the SGA-derived env 

sequence.   

Neutralization assays 
Env-pseudotyped viruses were generated by co-transfecting env plasmids with pSG3ΔEnv at 

a 1:2 ratio into HEK293T cells using Fugene 6 (Applied Science, Indianapolis, IA) or PolyFect 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Pseudoviruses were harvested 

from the supernatant 48 hours following transfection, filtered through a 0.45 μm filter (Millipore, 

Merck, Billerica, MA), supplemented up to 20% FBS, and stored at -80°C until use.  

Neutralization assays were performed as described previously (Gray et al., 2007).  Assays 

were performed in duplicate wells, and repeated at least twice using aliquots of the same 
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plasma draw.  Neutralization breadth for the cohort was quantified as the proportion of 

heterologous viruses from a multi-subtype pseudovirus panel of 44 pseudotyped heterologous 

viruses each plasma sample was able to neutralize at ID50 titers >45 (Gray et al., 2007).   

Breadth at one, two, and three years were also estimated for co-infected participants using a 

reduced panel of 18 heterologous viruses. 

 Mutagenesis 
Point mutants were generated using the Quikchange Lightning site-directed mutagenesis kit 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  

Characterizing selection pressure 
Positive selection in alignments was assessed using MEME (Murrell et al., 2012) and FUBAR 

(Murrell et al., 2013),  on the datamonkey web server (www.datamonkey.org).  Alignments 

were partitioned to account for the confounding effects of recombination (Scheffler et al., 2006) 

using GARD (Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2006). 

Diffusion accessibility 
Diffusion accessibility was estimated using the UCLA webtool 

(http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/DiffAcc/) (Tsai et al., 2015) with PDB:4ZMJ (Kwon et al., 2015). 

Code availability 
Julia code used to generate the sequence ‘highlighter’ plots is available at 

https://github.com/MurrellGroup/highlighterplotting with no restrictions for use. 
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Results 

We previously screened participants in the CAPRISA 002 acute infection cohort for cases of 

HIV dual infection, identifying 19 participants infected with multiple variants, 14 of whom had 

evidence of multiple variants at the first seropositive visit.  Cases of co- infection were initially 

identified by heteroduplex mobility shift assays and subsequent confirmation with sanger 

sequencing (Woodman et al. 2011), and additional cases were later identified in single 

genome sequencing. To determine if co-infection with diverse variants generally led to broader 

neutralizing antibody responses, we assessed neutralization breadth at two- and three-years 

post infection and compared this to participants likely infected with a single variant (N=16).  

We found that co-infection alone was not sufficient to broaden responses compared to singly 

infected individuals (Figure 3.1). 

 

Figure 3.1 Neither multiplicity nor diversity of infection was associated with broader 
neutralizing antibody responses.   
Neutralization breadth at three years post infection was previously quantified against a heterologous 
virus panel (N=44) encompassing subtypes A, B, and C (Gray et al., 2007).  Single, Clinical infection 
consistent with a single transmitted/founder;  Superinfection, Infection following seroconversion with a 
second phylogenetically unlinked strain.  Individuals co-infected with >1 variant prior to seroconversion 
are grouped according to the genetic distance in Env between the infecting variants. 
 

To define the immune response to multiple antigens, we next characterized the neutralizing 

antibody responses for three of the co-infected participants where single genome sequencing 

of env identified co-infection with the divergent variants, and where each case represented a 

distinct antigenic exposure. These encompassed immunological exposure to: (i) two diverse, 

unlinked Envs, (ii) two related Envs with diversity spread over the trimer, and (iii) two diverse 
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Envs that had recombined such that large regions were conserved in both variants.  We aimed 

to establish whether co-infection led to independent responses (additive), promoted a 

response to epitopes conserved in both (immunofocussing), or whether the responses to 

distinct viruses competed with one another leading to lower titers than would have arisen 

following a monovalent exposure (interference).  Further, we aimed to identify whether the 

specific antigenic features were associated with these outcomes.   

 

To characterize the neutralizing antibody response to multiple variants in each of the three 

participants, we molecularly cloned representative Envelopes (Envs) from samples taken at 

the first HIV positive visit, and at approximately 3-, 6-, and 12-months post infection.  We 

generated Env-pseudotyped viruses and evaluated the titers and kinetics of the plasma 

neutralizing antibody response to each Env clone using longitudinal plasma samples from the 

first two years of infection.  These are described below: 

Co-infection resulting in antibody interference (CAP267) 
Following infection, CAP267 harboured two distinct but recombined viral populations that 

differed by up to 12% in Env (Figure 3.2a).  Both variants were detectable at every sampled 

time point thereafter, and these remained distinct with no significant further recombination in 

Env evident over the first year of infection (Figure 3.2a-c, left panel).  Overlaying the locations 

of amino acid differences between these lineages onto the quaternary Env structure 

(PDB:4ZMJ (Kwon et al., 2015)) revealed that these differences were uniformly distributed 

across the surface of the trimer (Figure 3.2a-c, right).  

 

Characterizing the longitudinal, autologous neutralizing antibody response to representative 

variants sampled at each time-point revealed preferential neutralization of one variant, with 

titers to the second consistently remaining low (<100) or below the limit of detection (<45) 

(Figure 3.2a-c, middle).  This preferential neutralization switched from one variant to the other 

after one year post infection (Figure 3.2c), indicating that the differential neutralization was not 

due to inherently low immunogenicity of one variant.  The weak nAb titers that were evident 

were significantly lower than the cohort average and represented some of the lowest titers 

observed (Figure 3.3), suggesting immune interference.  

 

Interestingly, the preferentially targeted variant frequently represented the minority population 

(as determined from the frequency in SGA sequences) at the time that nAb responses arose 

highlighting that antigen load is not the dominant driver of immunogenicity/immunodominance.  

CAP267 went on to develop some cross-neutralizing activity with plasma samples from two- 

and three-years post infection able to neutralize 11% and 39% of heterologous viruses, 
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respectively (Figure 3.2d).  However, even after the development of cross-neutralizing activity, 

autologous neutralizing responses to the dominant variant at 12 months post infection 

remained barely detectable (Figure 3.2c). This indicates that the cross-neutralizing antibodies 

failed to target epitopes common to both autologous variants.   

 

 

Figure 3.2 Interference in the autologous neutralizing antibody response in CAP267.   
CAP267 was co-infected with variants harbouring 12% amino acid diversity uniformly distributed across 
Env. a-c Left panels depict longitudinal, autologous neutralization of representatives from both major 
variants cloned from (a) 1-month, (b) 6-months and (c) 12-months post infection. Potent neutralization 
of one variant with weak or undetectable neutralization of the other was evident at all three time points.  
Middle panels show sequence highlighter plots summarizing the env sequences in the corresponding 
plasma sample, where each row represents a single genome sequence.  Teal and purple ticks represent 
nucleotides that match those in the two major variants respectively. White ticks represent sites 
harbouring a nucleotide conserved in both variants, and black ticks represent polymorphisms matching 
neither major variant. MPER, Membrane proximal external region; FP, fusion peptide; CT, cytoplasmic 
tail.  Right panels depict diversity overlaid onto the Env structure (PDB:4ZMJ), where white represents 
conservation and redder colours denote increasing diversity at that site. d Neutralization of 18 
heterologous viruses at 1-3 years post infection where white represents no detectable cross 
neutralization (ID50 <45) and warmer colours represent more potent neutralization, as shown in the key. 
Years PI, years post infection. 
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Figure 3.3 Weak autologous neutralizing antibody responses in CAP267.   
Autologous neutralizing antibody responses in CAP267 (teal and purple representing those to each 
variant respectively) are plotted alongside the neutralizing antibody responses to early/founder 
envelope clones in 23 other participants in the CAPRISA 002 cohort (grey).  CAP267 neutralizing titers 
to several clones represent some of the lowest titer, and most delayed responses observed in the 
cohort, suggestive of immune interference in the antibody response. 
  

Co-infection resulting in additive antibody responses (CAP137) 
Donor CAP137 was infected with two highly divergent, phylogenetically unlinked variants 

differing by ~21% in Env.  Amino acid differences between the two variants were uniformly 

distributed over the surface of the Env trimer (Figure 3.4a, right panel). Both variants were 

observed at 3- and 6- months (12-month samples were unavailable), albeit harbouring sub-

genomic fragments inherited by recombination between co-transmitted variants (Figure 3.4a-

c, left). While neutralizing antibody responses arose to both variants (Figure 3.4a-c, middle), 

responses to one variant were relatively delayed and first detectable only ~6 months post 

infection (8-14 weeks after the nAb response to the first variant) suggestive of some degree 

of immune interference in the response to this early clone (Figure 3.5).  However, 

representative Envs of both variants sampled at 3- and 6-months post infection were 

neutralized with similar kinetics, and similarly low titers (Figure 3.4b-c middle):  ID50 titers 

peaked at ~350 to 3-month Envs, and ~275 to 6-month Envs.  Despite neutralization of both 

autologous Env variants, no cross-neutralization of any heterologous viruses was detectable 

by three years post infection (Figure 3.4d).  This indicates that high levels of diversity dispersed 

across co-circulating Envs resulted in separate responses targeting non-conserved epitopes 

on each variant. 
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Figure 3.4 Autologous and heterologous neutralizing antibody responses in CAP137.  
CAP137 was co-infected with unlinked variants displaying 21% amino acid diversity distributed across 
Env. a-c Left panels depict longitudinal, autologous neutralization of representatives from both major 
variants cloned at (a) 1-month, (b) 3-months and (c) 6-months post infection. Middle panels depict 
sequence highlighter plots summarizing the env sequences in the corresponding plasma sample, where 
each row represents a single genome sequence.  Teal and purple ticks represent nucleotides that match 
those in the two major variants respectively. White ticks represent sites harbouring a nucleotide 
conserved in both variants, and black ticks represent polymorphisms matching neither major variant. 
MPER, Membrane proximal external region; FP, fusion peptide; CT, cytoplasmic tail.  Right panels 
depict diversity overlaid onto the Env structure (PDB:4ZMJ), where white represents conservation and 
redder colours denote increasing diversity at that site. d CAP137 plasma from 1- and 3-years post 
infection (PI) was unable to cross-neutralize any of 18 heterologous viruses tested. Plasma from 2 years 
PI was not tested (ND, not done). 
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Figure 3.5 Neutralizing antibodies that arise to variant 2 in CAP137 are relatively 
delayed.   
Time from the inferred time of transmission to the detection of neutralizing antibody responses is shown 
for CAP137 variant 2 (black), compared to those against the early/founder variants in 23 other 
participants from the CAPRISA 002 acute infection cohort.  Depicted is the midpoint and range between 
the last negative and first positive samples.    
  

Co-infection resulting in cross-neutralizing responses (CAP37) 
CAP37 was co-infected with at least three variants.  Two of the variants differed by only 6% 

in Env, while the third was highly diverged, differing by ~16% in Env.  However, all three 

variants shared sub-genomic regions of high homology within Env, likely inherited through 

recombination (Figure 3.6a-c, left).  Shared regions across these variants included known 

bNAb targets, including V2 at the Env trimer apex, the membrane proximal external region 

(MPER), and the fusion peptide (Figure 3.6a right).  Locations of high diversity mapped to 

highly immunogenic regions (including C3V4) (Moore et al., 2008, 2009b) and to regions that 

are more accessible (Figure 3.7).   

 

The kinetics and titer profile of nAb responses to these early Env clones suggest that 

responses were at least additive (Figure 3.6a).  All three of the transmitted variants were 

relatively potently neutralized with ID50 titers peaking between 2,000 - 10,000.  Titers and 

kinetics of neutralization were similar for the dominant circulating 6- and 12-month Envs 

(Figure 3.4b-c), suggestive of a single response capable of cross-neutralizing both variants 

(although quantitatively similar but independent responses to both variants cannot be 

excluded).  This coincided in time with further reduced diversity at the trimer apex, likely 

through recombination, despite high diversity elsewhere (Figure 3.6b-c, right). 

 

CAP37 developed cross-neutralizing activity, neutralizing 28% and 50% of a heterologous 

virus panel at two- and three-years post infection respectively (Figure 3.6d).  As the trimer 
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apex including V2 is a frequent target of bnAbs (Gray et al., 2007; Landais et al., 2016; Walker 

et al., 2010), we sought to determine whether cross-neutralization in CAP37 was due to 

antibodies targeting this conserved region.  Dependency on the N-linked glycan at position 

160 and a lysine at position 169 is common to many bnAbs specific for V2 (Andrabi et al., 

2015; Gorman et al., 2016).  Therefore, we introduced mutations at these sites into three 

heterologous pseudoviruses neutralized by CAP37 and evaluated their effect on neutralization 

by plasma sampled between 18- and 24-months post infection.  N160A and K169E mutations 

substantially reduced neutralization of heterologous viruses, ConC and CAP45 by the 2-year 

plasma sample (by between 7- and 29-fold; Figure 3.8) indicating that these viruses were 

predominantly neutralized by V2-directed antibodies.  In assays performed by T. Hermanus 

(NICD, South Africa), neutralization of Du156 by plasma at approximately 1-and-a-half years 

post infection was moderately (~4-fold) reduced by the introduction of an N160K (Figure 3.8).  

However, at two years post infection, the same mutation enhanced neutralization, suggesting 

the removal of the N-linked glycan may have better exposed the targeted epitope. However, 

the K169E mutation did not significantly affect neutralization of Du156.  

 

Immune pressure from nAbs typically drives sequence evolution, and evidence of strong 

diversifying selection in longitudinal V2 sequences was apparent. However, pressure was not 

centred around the C strand of V2 (the target of all well-characterized V2 bnAbs), but adjacent 

in the V2 loop.  Taken together, these data suggest that apex-targeting antibodies develop in 

CAP37 and can mediate cross-neutralization, though they do not completely account for the 

plasma breadth.    
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Figure 3.6 Potent neutralization of variants in CAP37.  
CAP37 was co-infected with at least three recombinant variants harbouring up to 16% amino acid 
diversity, clustered in Env. a-c Left panels depict potent autologous neutralization of representative 
variants cloned at (a) 1-month, (b) 6-months and (c) 12-months post infection. Middle panels depict 
sequence highlighter plots summarizing the env sequences in the corresponding plasma sample, where 
each row represents a single genome sequence.  Teal and purple ticks represent nucleotides that match 
those in the two major variants respectively. White ticks represent sites harbouring a nucleotide 
conserved in both variants, and black ticks represent polymorphisms matching neither major variant. 
MPER, Membrane proximal external region; FP, fusion peptide; CT, cytoplasmic tail.  Right panels 
depict diversity overlaid onto the Env structure (PDB:4ZMJ), where white represents conservation and 
redder colours denote increasing diversity at that site. d CAP37 developed cross-neutralizing activity 
against a panel of 18 viruses, with plasma sampled 3 years PI (post infection) capable of neutralizing 
50% of heterologous viruses tested. 
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Figure 3.7. Summary of the Env diversity over time in early infection for the three 
individuals characterized here.  
a-c Depicted is the top-down view of the Env trimer (PDB:4ZMJ), coloured by entropy present in single 
genome sequences generated from each sample.  d Accessibility, estimated by diffusion accessibility 
to the deglycosylated protein, of regions within the HIV Env trimer. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Evidence of cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies targeting V2 in donor 
CAP37. 
Mutations in V2 significantly impact neutralization of heterologous viruses (ConC, Du156, CAP45.G3).  
ID50 titers are displayed in the top panel, and fold-change relative to wildtype viruses are shown in the 
bottom panel.
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Discussion 

Designing a vaccine able to elicit bnAbs against HIV has proven to be an immense scientific 

challenge.  Multivalent HIV envelope glycoprotein (Env) cocktails have successfully elicited 

nAbs in animal models but to date have been largely unsuccessful at eliciting any substantial 

neutralizing antibody breadth.  Species-specific differences in the antibody response to Env 

immunogens may nevertheless hinder their translation to human vaccine regimens.  An 

understanding of the dynamics of antibody responses to multiple HIV Env antigens in humans 

would facilitate the design of vaccine cocktails.  We therefore characterized the neutralizing 

antibody response over time in three HIV co-infected individuals, encompassing 

immunological exposure to: (i) two diverse, unlinked Envs, (ii) two related Envs with diversity 

spread over the trimer, and (iii) two diverse Envs that had recombined such that large regions 

were conserved in both variants.  We note that while we would not necessarily be able to 

resolve co-infection from a superinfected donor compared to two independent transmissions 

from independent donors both occurring prior to seroconversion, the immunological outcomes 

of infection with diverse Envs is largely independent of whether this diversity came from one 

or two donors. 

 

We find that co-infection alone was not sufficient to broaden neutralizing antibody responses.  

Furthermore, in the three cases of co-infection studied in detail, varying features of antigen 

diversity led to markedly different outcomes.  Two diverse Envs led to additive antibody 

responses, while profound interference followed coinfection with more similar Envs.  

Importantly, co-exposure to related Envs that presented shared conserved regions but 

maintained high diversity in exposed, immunodominant regions was associated with increased 

breadth. 

 

In the case of exposure to two diverse, unlinked subtype C Envelopes differing by 21% 

(CAP137), titers and kinetics were indicative of independent neutralizing antibody responses 

to each variant.  Furthermore, responses to one of the early clones in CAP137 was significantly 

delayed, and titers to both variants following the targeting of the second variant were low. This 

is consistent with the responses seen in animals immunized with multivalent cocktails of Envs.  

Immunization with two stabilized trimers elicited distinct neutralizing antibody lineages to each 

variant even though both shared immunodominant ‘glycan holes’ (Yang et al., 2020).  

Similarly, polyvalent immunization with cocktails of stabilized HIV Env trimers from multiple 

subtypes generally elicited neutralizing antibody responses to each of the Envs, but no 

significant broadening of the responses to Envs not included in the immunization was evident 
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(Klasse et al., 2016; de la Peña et al., 2018).  These multivalent stabilized Env trimer 

formulations also elicited 3-7 fold lower titers compared to corresponding monovalent 

immunizations.  Together with our observations here, this indicates that cocktails of diverse 

Envs, derived from sequences from unlinked infections, are unlikely to elicit cross-neutralizing 

responses, and may be subject to competition. 

 

In contrast to CAP137, participant CAP267 was co-infected with two, more closely related 

Envs (12%), with differences dispersed across the timer.  This allowed us to investigate 

whether exposure to more similar trimers may have promoted cross-neutralizing responses. 

However, the antibody response in CAP267 displayed a profound immunodominance, 

neutralizing one virus to the near exclusion of nAb responses to the other. This suggests that 

the use of similar antigens may be subject to more pronounced interference when many 

presented B cell epitopes are not well conserved.   More similar antigens are more likely to 

share CD4 helper epitopes, and competition between independent B cell lineages for the same 

CD4 helper population would drive this interference (Victora et al., 2010).  The neutralizing 

antibody response in CAP267 also preferentially targeted minority variants throughout the first 

two years of infection, suggesting that BCR affinity was a more prominent driver of specificity 

than antigen availability.  

 

Interestingly, potent neutralization of two variants was evident in a third participant, CAP37, 

coinfected with two similarly divergent Envs (16% different in Env).  Unlike the previous two 

participants where diversity was dispersed across Env, in CAP37 the diversity was highly 

localized, with large regions, including V2 at the trimer apex, conserved in both variants 

through recombination.  Furthermore, this participant developed the broadest neutralizing 

antibody response, and cross-neutralization was mediated, in part, by nAbs targeting this 

conserved region. While these data indicate that co-exposure to two diverse Envs harbouring 

the same trimer apex may have promoted this response to a conserved epitope, this is also a 

relatively common target of neutralization in singly infected individuals (Moore et al., 2008, 

2009a; Rong et al., 2009; Sagar et al., 2006). 

 

In summary, administering multiple diverse Envs in a cocktail may nominally improve breadth 

by driving multiple, near-additive responses but we suggest they are unlikely to be sufficient 

to drive broadly neutralizing antibody lineages.  Further, we show here that neutralizing 

antibody responses to multiple, similar Envs can be subject to interference, where nAb 

responses are elicited to one Env at the expense of responses to the other.  Importantly, when 

diversity was clustered in immunogenic regions but more conserved regions were preserved, 

nAbs may have been directed towards these conserved epitopes.  While these observations 
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are based on only a few individuals, these data are consistent with and extend pre-clinical 

data from the immunization of animals with immunogen cocktails (Klasse et al., 2016; de la 

Peña et al., 2018).  Taken together, they suggest that the co-administration of multiple 

stabilized Env trimers with diversity introduced in key regions, along with parallel strategies to 

reduce the immunodominance of strain-specific epitopes, may represent one path to a cross-

neutralizing antibody response.  
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CHAPTER 4  

Sensitive detection of HIV superinfection reveals it is more 
common than previously identified 

Abstract 

HIV superinfection is frequently followed by extensive recombination. Recombination violates 

the assumptions that underpin phylogenetic inference and, if not properly accounted for, 

obscures the relatedness between the recombined sequence and its parents.   

 

Strategies to identify superinfection often involve placing parent and superinfecting sequences 

on a reference tree and deciding whether or not they are from different sources. Such 

strategies break down under recombination, or when the superinfecting virus is from a local 

transmission network and therefore does not segregate on the phylogeny. Natural history and 

pathogenesis studies of HIV infected patients frequently include sequencing of viral genes 

generated from multiple, longitudinal samples.  In such longitudinal sequences from 

superinfected individuals, the primary infecting strain is typically well sampled prior to 

superinfection.  However, due the intermittent nature of sampling together with a very high 

recombination rate, the “pure” superinfecting strain is rarely sampled whole, making the 

detection of superinfection challenging. 

 

Here we develop a Bayesian approach that identifies signals of recombination between a 

known parent and an unknown parent that is (possibly distantly) related to a panel of reference 

viruses. We demonstrate its ability to detect cases of superinfection even after recombination, 

and show that this approach has high sensitivity and specificity on simulated and real data.  

Further, this approach, was capable of identifying superinfections that were previously missed 

in public datasets. 
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Introduction 

Cases of HIV superinfection (SI) inform a variety of fields.  HIV superinfection may affect HIV 

disease progression and antiretroviral resistance profile and is therefore relevant to clinical 

care.  Furthermore, as the second infection occurs in the face of anti-HIV immune responses, 

cases of HIV superinfection offer an opportunity to identify correlates of protection, or at least 

the types and titres of immune responses that are not sufficient to prevent HIV infection; 

informing vaccine design and end-points.  In chapter 2, we show that sequential exposure of 

the immune system to two heterologous viruses can also reveal features of memory cell 

activation and provide important insights for prime-boost vaccines. However, a significant 

limitation of this work, and other studies on superinfection, is the small sample sizes.  Part of 

this is attributable to the fact that superinfection is a relatively rare event (Redd et al., 2013).  

For example, high risk prospective cohorts typically observe an incidence of HIV infection in 

the range of 5% per person-year of follow up.  In such a cohort, even assuming no reduction 

in risk of superinfection, the incidence of superinfection would approximate 0.25% per person-

year of follow up.  Thus extremely large cohorts are required to identify a substantial number 

of cases.  Moreover, identifying cases of superinfection represents a major practical challenge.  

To our knowledge, no standardized or automated detection method is available. 

 

Current approaches to detect superinfection leverage sequencing of HIV populations.  

Superinfection is typically detected by identifying viral sequence divergence greater than 

expectations for the given gene and duration between sampling, or by constructing a 

phylogeny that includes circulating "background" sequences and determining whether the 

individual's viral sequences are separated by epidemiologically unlinked sequences.   

However, extensive recombination between the two strains typically follows superinfection 

(Sheward et al., 2018), and identifying the superinfecting strain prior to recombination with the 

primary infecting virus requires tailored approaches and extremely frequent sampling that is 

typically not available. Such recombination of superinfecting viruses with the primary infecting 

strain reduces the observed divergence from the primary infecting population and confounds 

the phylogeny, obscuring the evidence of superinfection (Figure 4.1). The success of 

phylogenetic approaches is also highly dependent on a diverse and relevant background 

alignment from the local epidemic. Prior approaches to take recombination into account 

typically utilized sliding windows (Wagner et al., 2014).   However, any recombinant region 

smaller than the window size is subject to the same confounds and overly small windows result 

in high uncertainty in the phylogeny.   
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Figure 4.1 Recombination can obscure evidence for superinfection.  
a shows a phylogeny of reference sequences (black), and sequences from a CAPRISA participant 
(CAP137) who was dually infected with two unlinked parental variants within a short window, allowing 
both parental viruses to be sampled. Note that the Primary (PI) and Secondary (SI) variants segregate 
on the phylogeny, but all of the recombinant query sequences sampled later in infection fall in a clade 
adjoined to the PI variant. If the SI variant were unknown here, this dual infection would have likely gone 
undetected by conventional methods. b Highlighter plot of an env query sequence (*) showing the 
differences (black ticks) from the PI and SI variants, demonstrating that it is indeed a recombinant. 
 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) offer an alternative to sliding windows, removing any concerns 

about window sizes and modelling processes such as recombination in a probabilistic 

framework, which allows statistical hypothesis testing and the rigorous quantification of 

evidence. 

 

HMMs are a framework for representing probability distributions over a sequence of 

observations (Rabiner, 1989), when these observations are conditioned on an unobserved 

sequence of discrete latent states, where each successive state can depend on the previous 

state.  For HMMs, algorithms exist to compute the probability of an observed sequence of 

events, given model parameters, marginalizing over all possible unobserved state sequences, 

as well as to infer the most likely sequence of states given the observation sequence.  HMMs 

a 

b * 
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have proven to be extremely useful in representing nucleotide or amino acid sequence data, 

and are widely used in applications from multiple sequence alignment (Mount, 2009) to protein 

secondary structure prediction (Won et al., 2007). Figure 4.2 provides a schematic example 

of a minimal two-state HMM. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 An example of a two-state Hidden Markov Model.  
a A schematic of transition probabilities between two states, S1 and S2, with arrows showing the 
probabilities of the N+1th state given the Nth state. b shows the same probabilities in the form of a 
transition probability matrix. c shows the distribution over observations A,B and C, which are different 
between states S1 and S2. d shows an example sequence that could be generated by this HMM, 
starting in state S1 and switching back and forth, with the observations generated according to the 
observation distribution. 
 

HMMs can conveniently represent recombination between nucleotide sequences. Two states 

can represent inheritance from two parents, and switching between these states reflects 

recombination breakpoints. The mechanism of viral recombination via template-switching 

causes recombinant regions to be inherited in blocks, and this can be naturally accounted for 

by Markov switching between the HMM states, with the switching rate (a parameter in the 

model), governing the number of breakpoints and the average length of the recombined 

regions. The unobserved states, for each nucleotide position, describe whether that nucleotide 

was derived from the known, sequenced parent (PI) or from an unknown superinfecting virus 

(SI), and the observed nucleotides comprise the HMM observations.  

 

An HMM requires the distributions of observations conditioned on each state.  For discrete 

observations, this is commonly in the form of a matrix of probabilities for each observation 
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given the state, as is depicted in the minimal example HMM (Figure 4.2). In our case, however, 

observations are nucleotides but their probability distribution, conditioned on the state, is not 

fixed over all nucleotide positions but rather derived from the parent sequence and allowing 

mutations.  Even though we would have a known reference sequence, in practice the actual 

parent of the query sequence will likely reflect a daughter of this reference sequence, and 

therefore depends on the amount of evolutionary time that has passed.  The SI variant would 

also be unknown, and unobserved in the vast majority of cases. While we can typically identify 

and provide sequences from the same subtype and even geographic location, we are still 

exceedingly unlikely to have sampled a close relative of any given SI variant in most practical 

cases.  Furthermore, HIV sequences (and those from HIV env in particular) sampled from 

separate individuals, even within the same epidemic and geographic location, are typically 

highly diverged from each other with long terminal branches evident in the phylogenies. Thus 

the true superinfecting parent, or any close relative of it, will likely not occur on any reference 

panel tree, but will represent a sequence evolved (likely substantially) away from some point 

on this tree.   

 

Here we develop an automated method incorporating an HMM to Detect Recombination 

Between A Known and Unknown Parent (DRBAKUP), that is capable of identifying cases of 

superinfection even after recombination, and where the superinfecting viral sequence is 

unknown. To do this, we construct a model of a query sequence as being generated by 

recombination between a sequence derived from evolution from a known reference sequence, 

and an unknown sequence derived through an evolutionary process from a point on the 

phylogeny of a reference panel.  This is evaluated for multiple points on every branch of the 

panel phylogeny, thus spanning the breadth of the panel diversity. Thus, for each query 

sequence, one HMM state represents evolution away from the reference sequence (known 

parent, PI), and the other represents evolution from a point on the phylogeny of the reference 

alignment (reference panel), and switching between the two states in the HMM captures 

recombination between the PI variant and another, unobserved parent. This model is then 

compared to a model that just involves evolution from a known parent, allowing two separate 

rates (as the superinfection model also permits separate rates in each state) (Figure 4.3).  This 

is implemented in the Julia language for Scientific Computing (Bezanson et al., 2012). We use 

MolecularEvolution.jl, a Julia package and phylogenetic and molecular evolution framework 

currently under development, to handle the evolutionary models and inference required for 

this, in collaboration with it’s author, Ben Murrell (KI, Sweden).  
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Materials and Methods

DRBAKUP model 
We implement a Bayesian approach that compares how well two models explain a query 

sequence: one that allows superinfection and recombination of the superinfecting and primary 

infecting virus (Figure 4.3a), and one that does not allow superinfection (Figure 4.3b). Under 

the superinfection model, we model a query sequence as a mixture of a fragments inherited 

from the primary infecting virus, and fragments inherited from an unobserved superinfecting 

virus, allowing an unknown amount of evolution away from each, with Markov switching 

between primary and superinfecting “parent” viruses to account for recombination. The 

probability of the query sequence, q, under the superinfection model is thus given by: 

 
where PI is the sequence of the primary infecting virus, T is the reference panel 

(including the sequences and their phylogeny), sw is the HMM switching rate, tPI is the 

evolutionary time separating the PI sequence and the sampled query, tx is the evolutionary 

time separating the sampled query and x, the ancestral point on the reference panel from 

which unobserved superinfecting virus is derived. 

 

The central term in this is:  

This is computed in separate stages, and incorporates two evolutionary models and a HMM. 

With a substitution rate matrix Q, where Qi,j represents the rate of change from nucleotide i to 

nucleotide j, the transition probability matrix P = eQt , computed via a matrix exponential, 

represents the distribution over evolutionary change occurring over time t (Lemey et al., 2009). 

Pi,j represents the probability of observing nucleotide j given that the process started with 

nucleotide i, after time t. If Ax is an N-by-4 matrix of initial nucleotide probabilities, then the 

distribution over nucleotides after time tx under rate matrix Q is calculated by: 

 
Here, Ax is calculated for a discrete point x on the panel phylogeny, by ancestral reconstruction, 

using MolecularEvolution.jl. Thus the marginal distribution over the ancestral nucleotide states 

at a point in the panel phylogeny is taken as the starting point of the evolutionary model for 

the “superinfection” component of the HMM.  

 

We represent the sequence of the primary infecting virus as a ‘one-hot encoded’ nucleotide 

sequence, such that PI is also an N-by-4 matrix, where each row is comprised of zeros, except 
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at the index corresponding to the nucleotide (ie. “A” becomes [1,0,0,0], “C” becomes [0,1,0,0], 

“G” becomes [0,0,1,0] and T becomes [0,0,0,1]). The distribution over nucleotides that arises 

after time tPI from the primary infecting sequence (nPI) is given by: 

 
Here Q is given by the HKY85 (Hasegawa et al., 1985) model of evolution allowing separate 

rates for transitions and transversions, with the transitions/transversions rate ratio estimated 

from the panel phylogeny by maximum likelihood, and the nucleotide frequencies counted 

empirically. 

 

Then, with nPI, and nx computed, the central term in equation (1) is calculated as

 
where S represents a single sequence of states, assigning each nucleotide position to 

deriving from either the PI virus or the SI virus. All possible state paths are summed over, 

marginalizing out the state path variable. This number of possible state paths is exponentially 

large, but this sum can be computed efficiently using the HMM “Forward algorithm” (Rabiner, 

1989). 

 

The four unknowns in this model are the two evolutionary divergences, tPI  and tx, the switching 

rate sw, and the point x on the panel tree from which the SI virus is derived. In this Bayesian 

framework, unknown model parameters are marginalized out, and here we adopt a coarse 

discretization scheme to do this efficiently. tPI , tx, and sw are all continuous parameters, and 

we partition these into a fixed set of discrete values. x represents points on the panel 

phylogeny at which ancestral sequence distributions are reconstructed, and here we select 

two equidistant points on each branch of the panel phylogeny, and consider the sequence 

distributions at each of these. In equation (1), the sum ∑sw,tPI,tx,x is over all combinations of 

discrete values for each of these four parameters, and the prior term  

P(sw, tPI, tx, x) is uniform over these. Thus, this sum computes a single quantity, which is the 

probability of the query sequence given the PI sequence and the reference panel and tree. 

 

Finally, this model is compared to an analogous model that just includes evolution from the 

known parent, but allowing separate evolutionary rates for the two hidden states (Figure 4.4b).   

We thus calculate the probability of the query sequence in the absence of superinfection 
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(Psingle), allowing HMM switching between two different evolutionary rate parameters, but both 

originating from the same sequence, as: 

 
where tr1, and tr2 are two rate parameters, and sw is the switching parameter. The main term: 

P(q|sw, tr1, tr2, PI) is computed in a HMM as above but with the two nucleotide distribution 

matrices both derived from the PI sequence using the corresponding rate parameters: 

 
It would be possible for the null, single-infection model to just use a single evolutionary rate 

but this would run the risk that high degrees of site-to-site rate variation - common in HIV 

Envelope - might be ”absorbed” into the second component of the superinfection model even 

in the absence of superinfection, potentially producing false positives (Jones et al., 2018).  

 

PSI(q|PI,T) and Psingle(q|PI) from equations (1) and (2) represent the marginal likelihoods of the 

query sequence under two different hypotheses about the process that generated the query 

sequence. For clarity, we call these P(q|SI) and P(q|single) respectively, and we introduce a 

Bayesian prior probability P(single) that a query sequence is derived from the PI virus without 

any superinfection, which, by Bayes theorem, can be calculated as: 

 
This posterior probability P(SI|q) quantifies the evidence for the presence of a (potentially sub-

genomic) fragment of a superinfecting virus in the query sequence. Here, we considered 

values above 0.9 as evidence for superinfection, favouring high specificity. 

 

The probability for each state at a given nucleotide in the HMM can be calculated using the 

forwards-backward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989). This permits assigning regions to one or the 

other parent when the confidence is high (here we require a posterior probability >0.9 to 

confidently assign to a parent) (Figure 4.5b). Partitioning of the query sequences in this way 

allows placing these fragments individually on a tree (as we do in Figure 4.6), which can be 

used to confirm inheritance from two phylogenetically unlinked sources, providing strong 

support for classification of superinfection. 
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Figure 4.3 DRBAKUP models.  
a DRBAKUP models a query sequence as being generated by recombination of a sequence derived 
from evolution from a known reference sequence, and an unknown sequence derived through an 
evolutionary process from a point on the phylogeny of a reference panel.  This is evaluated for multiple 
points on every branch of the panel phylogeny, thus spanning the breadth of the panel diversity. b In 
the “null” model, we model each query sequence as derived from the PI only, but allowing switching 
between two evolutionary rates (t1 and t2) in the HMM.  
 

An overview of DRBAKUP is shown in Figure 4.5.  As inputs, DRBAKUP takes a reference 

sequence as a representative of the primary infecting virus (PI), a query sequence of interest 

representing a potential recombinant between the PI and a superinfecting virus, and a 

reference alignment and tree of relevant “background” sequences.  Given a prior probability 

of superinfection, DRBAKUP outputs a posterior probability.  Query sequences can also be 

partitioned according to the HMM state path probabilities, outputting two query sequences split 

according to regions likely derived from the reference “Parent” (“_P”) and those likely derived 

from an unknown, “Other” parent (“_O”).  DRBAKUP can be run sequentially over entire 

alignments of query sequences, using the same reference sequence and panel tree. 
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Figure 4.4.  A schematic of the two-state Hidden Markov Model within DRBAKUP.  
a DRBAKUP relies on a two-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM).    Under the superinfection model, the 
first state represents evolution away from the query sequence with a particular evolutionary rate, and 
the second state represents evolution away from a particular point in the panel phylogeny. The pie 
charts reflect the expected nucleotide distributions for a sequence derived from either the PI or 
alternatively from a particular point on the panel phylogeny, under the given evolutionary model.  A 
likely HMM path is depicted in red, demonstrating a switch between the PI variant and the panel states 
as would be seen with a recombinant sequence. b Query sequences can also be partitioned into two 
separate sequences according to the HMM path posterior probabilities, where the posterior probability 
in being in a particular state is greater than a defined threshold (here we use 0.9). 
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Figure 4.5 Overview of DRBAKUP.  
As inputs, DRBAKUP takes a reference sequence (PI), a query sequence of interest, and a reference 
alignment and tree of relevant “background” sequences.  Given a prior probability of superinfection, 
DRBAKUP outputs a posterior probability.  Query sequences can also be partitioned according to the 
HMM state path probabilities. 

Simulated data 
To benchmark the performance of the model, we assembled simulated data reflecting true-

positive and true-negative cases of recombination with an unobserved parent. Recombined 

sequences were simulated by randomly selecting two sequences from an alignment (HIV 

subtype C env, downloaded from the Los Alamos HIV database with the hypervariable and 

gappy regions stripped out), and replacing either one or two fragments with the corresponding 

fragment in the other sequence (Figure 4.6). The sizes of recombinant fragments were varied 

from 100bp - 500bp.   

 

Recombined sequences were then evolved in silico, with the approximate number of years of 

evolution introduced varied from 1-5 years. Evolution was simulated, using code adapted with 

permission from Hassan Sadiq (UCT, South Africa), under a mutation-selection model 

(Halpern and Bruno, 1998),  with site-specific amino acid equilibrium frequencies derived from 

empirical amino acid frequencies in a panel of 500 subtype C env sequences downloaded 

from the LANL HIV sequence database. An underlying HKY85 nucleotide mutation model 

(Hasegawa et al., 1985) was used, with codon site-specific evolutionary rates taken from site-

specific estimates from FUBAR (Murrell et al., 2013), obtained from the same 500 sequence 

panel. Insertions and deletions were not simulated.  Branch lengths were scaled to 

approximate the expected evolution of HIV env (±1% per annum) (Krakoff et al., 2019).  
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At each combination, 50 unique sequences were simulated.  This was then iteratively repeated 

for two new parental sequences. The total simulated test set consisted of 2750 unique query 

sequences.  Importantly, sequences used for the simulation were excluded from the reference 

panel when evaluating the performance of DRBAKUP, reflecting the use case where the 

superinfecting parent is unobserved. 

. 

 
 

Figure 4.6 Schematic outlining the generation of simulated HIV env sequences. 
Two env sequences, designated “parent 1” (blue) and “parent 2” (red) were randomly selected from the 
alignment, and recombinants of these were generated in silico (red/blue chimeras).  These simulated 
recombinants were then evolved by introducing mutations (black ticks).  The number of mutations were 
scaled to introduce approximately 1% divergence per simulated year of evolution (1yr to 5yrs). 
 

Empirical data 
Sequence alignments from Piantadosi et al. (2008) and Tsui et al. (2004) were obtained via 

Genbank, and consisted of longitudinal gag and env alignments from 35 and 37 individuals 

respectively. Unpublished sequences spanning infection until 3 years post infection from 15 

individuals in the CAPRISA 002 cohort were provided by Melissa-Rose Abrahams (University 

of Cape Town) and curated along with published datasets. Sequences were aligned to a 

subtype reference alignment (LANL) and, in the case of env alignments, hypervariable regions 

(V1V2, V4, V5) and columns that spanned indels were stripped from the alignment.  For the 

calculation of posterior probabilities, we used prior probabilities of superinfection of 7% 

(CAPRISA 002) or 8% (Piantadosi et al. 2008) per year, based on the risk of HIV infection in 

these cohorts.  For the analysis of sequences from Tsui et al. (2004), we used their own 

estimate of 3.4 expected cases of superinfection to construct a prior. 
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Results 

Simulated data 
To determine sensitivity and specificity, we initially benchmarked DRBAKUP on a panel of 

simulated data.  Cases of superinfection were modelled by randomly selecting sequences (all 

were subtype C, env), artificially recombining them at randomly-selected breakpoints 

generating recombinants of a defined size, and then evolving these sequences in silico 

(Figure. 4.6).  We introduced one or two recombinant fragments of sizes 100bp-500bp, and 

introduced up to 5 years of evolution. For a negative control set, only sequence evolution was 

introduced.    

 

DRBAKUP was able to efficiently discriminate superinfected from non-superinfected 

sequences (Figure 4.7), and at a threshold posterior probability of 0.9, sensitivity was 74% 

and specificity was 100% across all simulated data.  DRBAKUP was highly specific and did 

not detect any false positives in the simulated data, with all posterior probabilities of 

superinfection < 0.1 in the negative control set, even with 5 years of evolution introduced 

(Figure 4.7a). When 500bp was inherited from a second source, DRBAKUP approached 100% 

power (Figure 4.7b-c). On a challenging subset, with simulated cases of superinfection in env 

sequences where only 200bp was inherited from a second source, this approach was capable 

of detecting ~60% of true cases.  Importantly, randomly simulated short recombinant 

fragments often span highly conserved regions, providing little signal.  Indeed, using a 

stepping sliding window to generate recombinants with defined (rather than random, as above) 

breakpoints, we show that power to detect recombination is strongly correlated with the 

sequence variability within the panel over the recombining region (Figure 4.8).   
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Figure 4.7 Power to detect superinfection following recombination in simulated data.  
This simulation chose two sequences, recombined them, and then evolved them in silico. The SI 
fragment size (100bp to 500bp), the number of fragments (1 or 2), and the approximate number of years 
of evolution (1 to 5) were varied. The amount of evolution appears not to substantially affect power, 
which is principally determined by the number and size of the SI fragments. 
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Figure 4.8 Power to detect superinfection in simulated cases is highly correlated with 
the variability at recombining locations. 
The power to detect simulated cases of superinfection then recombination was evaluated by introducing 
300bp recombinant fragments across the env gene from unlinked variants.  Power (proportion of true 
simulated positives detected with posterior probability >0.9) was strongly correlated with the sequence 
variability in the reference panel within the corresponding window.  Here, window variability was 
calculated as the proportion of sequences with any mismatches to the consensus within the 
corresponding window.  

Curated data 
We previously identified three superinfected individuals in the CAPRISA 002 Acute Infection 

cohort based on longitudinal sequencing of env (Sheward et al., 2015). All infections and 

superinfections occurred with subtype C viruses.  Applying DRBAKUP to these alignments, 

using the PI as the reference, correctly identified all three of these participants, with posterior 

probabilities ~1.0 in all cases (Table 4.1), confirming the ability to detect superinfection in real, 

longitudinal sequence data.  Furthermore, DRBAKUP partitioned the sequences such that the 

PI fragments, and the "other" fragments clustered in the phylogeny with the PI and the SI 

respectively, indicating the sequence partitions were appropriate, and providing further 

support for superinfection (as in Figure 4.6).   

 

Of six participants from the CAPRISA 002 cohort with frequent, longitudinal sequencing that 

had been extensively characterized previously, with no evidence of multiple infection (CAP8, 

CAP45, CAP88, CAP206, CAP248, CAP257), DRBAKUP produced posterior probabilities of 

superinfection of <=0.1 for all sequences (sampled over ~ 3 years post infection in each case), 

suggesting the false discovery rate in real data is low. (Table 4.1).   
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Table 4.1.  Results from applying DRBAKUP to curated alignments from well-
characterized participants in the CAPRISA 002 cohort. 
ID multiplicity* max PP 

(DRBAKUP) 
CAP8 single 0.1 
CAP45 single 0.1 
CAP88 single 0.1 
CAP206 single 0.1 
CAP248 single 0.1 
CAP257 single 0.1 
CAP177 multi-variant 0.5 
CAP37 co-infection 1.0 
CAP84 co-infection 1.0 
CAP137 co-infection 1.0 
CAP200 co-infection 1.0 
CAP267 co-infection 0.8 
CAP237 superinfection 1.0 
CAP256 superinfection 1.0 
CAP281 superinfection 1.0 

 
*”Known” multiplicity of infection based on intensive longitudinal sampling and sequencing from infection until 3 

years post infection.  

max PP, maximum posterior probability for a query sequence from that donor ID. 

 

Interestingly, one individual (CAP177) with evidence of infection with a diverse quasispecies 

from a single donor (multi-variant, rather than dual/co-infection) (Anthony et al., 2017), 

produced a maximum posterior probability of dual infection of 0.5.  Indeed, by reducing the 

expected branch-length it is possible to detect these cases of “multi-variant” infection with 

diverse variants as well, where it is biologically meaningful to identify these. 
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Figure 4.6  DRBAKUP can appropriately partition recombinant sequences even when 
one parent is unknown.   
This phylogeny is from the same panel and the same sequences as in Fig 4.1, but here sequences 
are partitioned, using DRBAKUP, into fragments that match the PI variant, and fragments that come 
from elsewhere (“Other”). Critically, the full SI variant was not provided to the algorithm, which used a 
small panel of sequences to both identify evidence of superinfection, and to partition the recombinant 
sequences into PI and “Other” fragments. The clustering of the “Other” fragments with the sampled 
(known) SI variant suggests that these splits were appropriate. 
 

Applying DRBAKUP to publicly available data from previous screens for 
superinfection 
As HIV superinfection is frequently followed by extensive recombination, our model that 

explicitly accounts for recombination should be significantly more powerful than the current 

gold standard.  One approach to confirm this is to analyse sequences from cases of 

superinfection where the traditional approach only detects superinfection in sequences from 

one gene, but not another. While this may be due to the absence of any real signal for 

superinfection in the sequences the other gene, in a subset of cases this may reflect the lack 

of power of traditional approaches, and detection of superinfection in both genes would 

therefore suggest greater sensitivity. 
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Piantadosi et al. (2007) screened 36 individuals over a median of 5.2 years of follow up, by 

sequencing regions of env and gag and detected 7 cases of superinfection, making the 

sequence data publicly available via Genbank.  Of these seven cases, six were identified 

based on sequences from one gene, but with no significant evidence in the other.  Using 

DRBAKUP on the four cases that were detected in env but not gag sequences, we found 

strong evidence of superinfection within the gag sequences in two cases.  Of the two cases 

previously detected in gag but not in env, DRBAKUP identified superinfection within the env 

sequences in one of these cases.  In all three cases, DRBAKUP reports the posterior 

probability of superinfection ±1.0 (Table 4.2).  These highlight that DRBAKUP had greater 

power than the standard phylogenetic approach used by Piantadosi et al. (and others), to 

correctly identify 'true' cases of superinfection, in real-world screening.   

 

Another approach to establish improved sensitivity includes cohorts where no cases of 

superinfection were detected.  Given the incidence of superinfection approaching the primary 

infection incidence in several cohorts, the failure to detect superinfection in these reports likely 

represent a lack of detection sensitivity rather than a true absence of superinfection.  Tsui et 

al. (2004) screened 37 HIV positive injecting drug users (IDUs) over a total of 215 person 

years of exposure by sequencing regions of gag, env, and tat, and reported no cases of 

superinfection.   We applied DRBAKUP to the same gag and env sequences, and identified 

three cases with strong evidence for superinfection. Donor V harboured strong evidence of 

superinfection (Figure 4.9) in both env (posterior = 0.995) and gag (posterior = 0.96) 

sequences.  In gag sequences alone, two additional cases were detected [ID (posterior 

probability)]: E (0.9998), and BB (0.999999). 
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Figure 4.9 Phylogenetic placement of DRBAKUP-partitioned queries and their 
corresponding reference sequence from donor V 
Phylogenies placing DRBAKUP produced partitions on the HIV env subtype reference alignment 

demonstrating that fragments from query sequences sampled from donor V (Tsui et al., 2004) are likely 

inherited from two epidemiologically unlinked sources, providing evidence of superinfection in env 

sequences that went undetected in the original screen. Sequences and partitions from the queried 

donor are shown in red.  Partitions with the suffix “_P” are inferred by DRBAKUP to have been inherited 

from the know parent (V91x13/319), while those with the suffix “_O” are inferred to have been inherited 

from an unobserved parent.  The phylogeny was inferred with the GTR+CAT model, and branch support 

was estimated using the Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 1999), using 
FastTree 2.1 (Price et al., 2009, 2010). 
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Given our ability to detect previously unidentified cases of superinfection, we expanded our 

analysis to the entire dataset from Piantadosi et al., (2007).  In addition to the seven cases 

originally detected (all of whom were identified as superinfected), we detect two additional 

cases, notably in both env and gag, with posterior probabilities >0.9 (Table 4.2).  IDs of the 

additional, likely superinfected participants detected were QA156, and QC036.   Query 

sequences providing evidence of superinfection were partitioned according to the most likely 

recombination breakpoints inferred by the model (as in Figure 4.4).  Partitions inferred by 

DRBAKUP to have been inherited from the reference sequence cluster with the reference on 

a phylogeny, and the partitions inferred to have been inherited as the result of recombination 

from a second parent cluster separately on the tree, strongly suggestive of superinfection 

(Figure 4.10). 

Table 4.2 Applying DRBAKUP to previously published env and gag sequences 
ID max PP (env) max PP (gag) DRBAKUP 

summary 
Piantadosi 
et al. (2007) 

QA028 0.02 0.04   
QA039 0.57 0.05   
QA078 0.02 0.04   
QA156 0.99 0.96 env and gag  
QA210 0.15 0.04   
QA255 0.02 0.04   
QA261 0.02 0.05   
QA268 0.02 0.04   
QA281 0.02 0.04   
QA413 1 0.04 env only env only 
QA520 0.03 0.04   
QA584 0.02 0.04   
QA692 0.02 0.04   
QA750 0.03 0.04   
QA966 0.02 0.05   
QB045 1 1 env and gag env and gag 
QB247 0.03 0.05   
QB368 0.02 0.05   
QB374 0.02 0.04   
QB585 0.25 0.04   
QB685 1 1 env and gag gag only 
QB726 1 1 env and gag env only 
QB850 1 1 env and gag env only 
QC036 1 1 env and gag  
QC152 0.02 0.04   
QC322 0.02 0.05   
QC440 0.02 0.04   
QC511 0.02 0.05   
QC805 0.02 0.05   
QC885 0.02 1 gag only gag only 
QD022 1 0.04 env only env only 
QD121 0.02 0.04   
QD224 0.03 0.07   
QD385 0.02 0.04   
QF307 0.02 0.05   
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Figure 4.10 Env phylogenies for query sequences from suspected cases of 
superinfection from Piantadosi et al. (2007), partitioned according to likely 
breakpoints inferred by DRBAKUP.   
a,b Partitions likely inherited from another parent (sequences with the suffix “_O”) cluster separately on 
the phylogeny in two newly identified cases of superinfection even when using a small, sparse, subtype 
reference panel.  The placements strongly suggest that the fragments were inherited from two different 
sources, providing supporting evidence for superinfection. Nodes are labelled with the reliability 
estimates for each split, using the SH test in FastTree. Partitions with the suffix “_P” are inferred by 
DRBAKUP to have been inherited from the known parent (QC036.82M.Ev1v5.D), and cluster with this 
sequence on the phylogeny. 
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Discussion 

Cases of superinfection have offered an important opportunity to address correlates of 

protection against HIV, in humans, and in a natural setting.  While in some studies the 

incidence of superinfection was similar to the primary infection incidence in the same or similar 

cohorts (Redd et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2014), others detected 

superinfection at a significantly lower rate (Gonzales et al., 2003; Redd et al., 2014b; Ronen 

et al., 2013; Tsui et al., 2004), and suggested a partial protective effect of immune responses, 

or at least behavioural changes following diagnosis.  As a result, significant effort has been 

made to identify factors that may correlate with HIV superinfection (Basu et al., 2012; Smith 

et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2017).  Furthermore, reports of the broadening of neutralizing 

antibody responses following superinfection (Cortez et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2010) have 

generated interest in cases of superinfection to be used as a model to inform prime-boost 

vaccines aimed at eliciting bnAbs. The strength and accuracy of these analyses rely on the 

sensitive and accurate identification of superinfection. 

 

Most current strategies used to detect cases of superinfection leverage sequencing of HIV 

populations at two or more points in infection.  However, no standardized, robust, automated 

methodology to detect HIV superinfection within sequence data has been available.  Here, we 

developed a Bayesian approach (DRBAKUP) to solve the general problem of identifying 

recombination between one known and one unknown parent, and apply this to detect cases 

of superinfection even after recombination.  

 

We applied DRBAKUP to simulated data, showing that it is highly specific, and sensitive.  

Where simulated recombinants were not detected, they were typically those where only small 

and conserved fragments were inherited, thus offering little signal.  While distance-based 

metrics to detect superinfection may have difficulty when screening sequences a number of 

years following initial infection, DRBAKUP was largely robust to the amount of evolution 

introduced. 

 

Applying DRBAKUP to previously published, publicly available, sequence datasets, we are 

able to detect cases of superinfection that previously went undetected, suggesting that the 

reduced incidences reported in these (and likely other) cohorts were, at least partially, due to 

a lack of sensitivity in the detection methods used in those studies.  
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High specificity is particularly important for novel, potentially more sensitive methodologies in 

order to have confidence that these newly identified cases do not simply represent false 

positives rather than previously undetected true cases. It is therefore important here to 

highlight that DRBAKUP produced no false positives in simulated data, even with large 

amounts of evolution introduced with a model of evolution that favours mutation towards the 

reference panel equilibrium frequencies, nor in real longitudinal datasets where multiplicity of 

infection was known.  Nevertheless, with a posterior threshold of 0.9, DRBAKUP’s behaviour 

was conservative, favouring high specificity even at the expense of reduced sensitivity. For 

applications where specificity is less critical (eg. rapid screening with a downstream 

confirmatory step), more power could be gained by reducing the detection threshold.  

 

Furthermore, DRBAKUP can partition query sequences according to their inferred parent - 

and fragments inferred to have been inherited from SI variants were placed separately from 

the PI sequences on a phylogeny in each newly detected case here, providing substantial 

evidence that DRBAKUP is identifying true cases of superinfection that went undetected. 

 

Identifying factors that prevent superinfection of infected individuals remaining at high risk can 

help clarify the immune correlates of protection from HIV infection.  We show here that 

recombination confounds the detection of HIV superinfection using conventional phylogenetic 

approaches, suggesting that superinfection is likely occurring more frequently than previously 

estimated. Taken together with previous studies (Redd et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2004; 

Wagner et al., 2014), this suggests that the immune responses typically generated upon HIV 

infection may offer limited protection from re-infection. 

 

HIV superinfection may also have important implications for clinical care and therefore public 

health messaging and interventions.  However, the impact of superinfection on disease 

progression remains unclear, also largely due to small sample sizes (and many confounding 

variables). The availability of a robust, standardized, sensitive and specific detection algorithm 

will hopefully lead to the identification of larger numbers of superinfection cases, allowing 

these and other outstanding questions to be addressed.   

 

DRBAKUP is agnostic of sequencing platform and can be applied to Sanger or high-

throughput sequences.  Practically, DRBAKUP requires the rational selection of a reference 

sequence that best represents the PI virus, an alignment of query sequences from the same 

individual, and a reference alignment and tree of relevant “background” sequences.  Given a 

prior probability of superinfection – which we suggest should be estimated based on risk of 

primary infection in the same or an analogous cohort - DRBAKUP can provide a posterior 
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probability of dual infection, as well as partition the recombinant sequences based on their 

inferred breakpoints.   

Limitations and future work 
HIV env is subject to frequent insertions and deletions, and harbours regions of hypervariability 

that cannot be reliably aligned. If not accounted for, this has the potential to confound the 

analysis, potentially producing false positive signal for superinfection. Here, columns within 

hypervariable regions were manually removed, but approaches should be developed to 

automatically identify and remove columns that cannot be reliably aligned from input data, 

prior to analysis.  Despite offering a significant signal, insertions and deletions outside of 

hypervariable regions are currently not modelled but are excluded from DRBAKUP inference 

in the same way that gaps are handled during phylogenetic inference (ie. as missing data). In 

future work, we will investigate the impact of indels via simulation. Further, we will adapt 

DRBAKUP to efficiently handle high-throughput sequencing data, automatically identifying 

appropriate reference and query sequences, and aligning these to a reference panel, which 

should make it easier to use.  

 

Extended evolution can lead to multiple successive rounds of recombination, which would 

manifest in the sequence alignments as a larger number of breakpoints.  While the switching 

rate is learned from the data, a very large number of breakpoints will dilute the signal.  

However, the HMM switching approach is still able to exploit information from the whole 

sequence, rather than a single short fragment, which would be the case for sliding window 

approaches when the number of breakpoints is large. 

 

DRBAKUP appears to perform surprisingly well even using a diverse, multi-subtype panel 

rather than a geographically-relevant alignment.  The influence of the relatedness and diversity 

of the sequences included in the reference panel on DRBAKUP should be investigated further.  

Additionally, the ability to accurately differentiate superinfection from infection with divergent 

founding variants transmitted from the same donor is important and warrants further 

investigation.  A limitation here is that we also do not directly compare the performance of 

DRBAKUP with sliding-window based approaches (Wagner et al., 2013) to account for 

recombination.   

 

It is important for bioinformatics tools to be simple to use, and provide biologically meaningful 

outputs.  To this end, we plan to release an open-source, user-friendly version of DRBAKUP 

for the HIV research community, after addressing the above limitations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Discussion 

Are broadly neutralizing antibodies essential for an effective HIV vaccine? 
Circulating nAbs produced by long-lived plasma cells can provide sterilizing immunity against 

reinfection with a pathogen.  However, highly variable pathogens often carry mutations that 

afford escape from antibody responses.  In such cases, natural protection from reinfection is 

thought to be mediated most often by memory B cells, that represent a rapidly inducible source 

of antibodies (Oh et al., 2019).  While reactive memory B cells may not be able to prevent 

infection in some cases, they can still substantially reduce viral load and prevent disease 

(Purtha et al., 2011).  For HIV, there is significant evidence that nAbs, if present at the time of 

infection, can prevent infection.  Passive transfer of nAbs can protect non-human primates 

from challenge with HIV/SIV chimeric viruses (SHIV) (Gautam et al., 2016; Mascola et al., 

2000; Moldt et al., 2012; Shingai et al., 2014), and protection in these studies correlated 

strongly with neutralization (Pegu et al., 2019).  Recently, two clinical trials (HVTN703 and 

HVTN704) directly evaluated whether intravenous infusions of a neutralizing mAb could 

prevent HIV acquisition.  Although there was no significant reduction in HIV acquisition overall 

compared to placebo, there was evidence of protection against infection with viruses highly 

sensitive to the passively administered mAb, VRC01 (Corey et al., 2021).  The HIV field is 

thus highly invested in characterizing the development of antibodies capable of neutralizing a 

broad range of circulating viruses (bnAbs), and eliciting these types of responses through 

vaccination.  However, it is still not clear whether non-neutralizing antibodies, memory B cell 

responses, or other arms of the immune response may afford any protection against HIV 

infection, or whether pre-existing nAbs against the transmitting variant will be absolutely 

required.   

 

It is possible to address correlates of protection directly in clinical trials or animal challenge 

models. However, these types of studies are costly, and technically challenging.  One 

complementary approach to address the correlates of protection to HIV infection (or at least 

identify what responses are not sufficient for protection), in humans, is to determine whether 

immune responses generated during HIV infection offer any protection from a second HIV 

infection (superinfection).     

While some studies found that the incidence of superinfection was similar to the incidence of 

primary infection (Redd et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2014), others found 
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that the incidence of superinfection was significantly reduced (Gonzales et al., 2003; Redd et 

al., 2014b; Ronen et al., 2013; Tsui et al., 2004), even in the absence of detectable nAbs to 

the superinfecting viruses.  These results may reflect immunological protection, global 

reductions in risk of HIV infection over time, or behavioural changes following initial diagnosis.  

However, another potential contributor is that cases of superinfection are practically 

challenging to detect due, in part, to recombination, leading to their frequency being 

underestimated.   

 

In Chapter 4, we describe a novel, automated approach to detect superinfection that is robust 

to recombination.  Using simulated and real sequence data, we demonstrated that this 

approach is sensitive, and highly specific.  Furthermore, analyzing previously published 

sequence datasets, we identified cases of superinfection that previously went undetected, 

indicating that superinfection occurs more frequently than previously estimated.  This 

frequency of superinfection highlights that the immune responses typically generated upon 

HIV infection, which includes a relatively broad diversity of memory B cells (Scheid et al., 2009) 

and reasonably robust antibody (Moore, 2018) and CTL (Ndhlovu et al., 2015) responses, are 

insufficient to provide protection from re-infection.   

 

The potential for antigen cocktails and sequential vaccination to elicit broadly 
neutralizing antibodies 
The development of stabilized, soluble trimers that mimic the native functional HIV trimer and 

elicit strain-specific neutralizing HIV antibodies in animal models represents a critical advance 

in HIV vaccine development.  However, a single immunogen appears unlikely to be sufficient 

to drive the development of broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies in humans.  Identifying how 

multiple immunogens could be administered to facilitate the broadening of responses 

represents a pivotal challenge. 

 

A similar challenge faces the influenza field, and results from sequential and polyvalent 

haemagglutinin immunizations could potentially inform HIV immunizations. Incorporation of 

multiple, antigenically diverse haemagglutinins into nanoparticles elicited broad antibody 

responses (Kanekiyo et al., 2019).  Sequential immunization with multiple divergent 

haemagglutinins has also led to the development of broadly neutralizing influenza antibodies 

in mice (Wang et al., 2010).  In humans, a number of broadly neutralizing influenza-specific 

plasmablasts were identified that appeared to have originated from the memory B cell 

compartment following H1N1 infection in individuals with no prior exposure to H1N1 

(Wrammert et al., 2011).  Together, these studies suggest that sequential exposure to 
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heterologous antigens from variable pathogens can promote the development of cross-

neutralizing antibodies, potentially mediated through the recruitment of cross-reactive memory 

B cells.   

 

In Chapter 2, we characterized the development of antibodies in five superinfected individuals, 

and evaluated whether superinfection re-engaged cross-reactive memory B cells, promoting 

the development of bnAbs.  By comparing the breadth of the neutralizing antibody response 

in superinfected individuals to those that typically develop in singly infected individuals, we 

showed that HIV superinfection was not sufficient to broaden responses.  However, given the 

small sample size and large variability, the absence of a significant correlation should be 

interpreted with caution.  We therefore focussed on developing a mechanistic understanding 

of the neutralizing antibody response following sequential exposure.  By characterizing the 

kinetics and specificity of autologous neutralizing antibody responses, we show that responses 

to the superinfecting viruses failed to efficiently recruit neutralizing memory B cells.  Instead, 

the secondary infection elicited strain-specific, de novo responses.  This occurred even though 

the superinfecting viruses were relatively close amongst the scale of HIV diversity (from the 

same subtype).  The observation that memory B cells were not efficiently recruited such that 

the development of nAbs to the superinfecting virus was not accelerated also reinforces the 

notion that relying on reactive humoral immune memory is unlikely to be sufficient for 

protection against HIV.   

 

Previous studies have claimed that superinfection is associated with broadening the nAb 

response (Cortez et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2010), though others saw no statistically significant 

effect (Cornelissen et al., 2016). Where a significant broadening was observed in previous 

studies, however, the effect size was small, with superinfected individuals approximately 1.5 

times more likely to develop breadth than singly infected individuals (Cortez et al., 2012). This 

effect size would be consistent with a near-additive effect of superinfection on nAb breadth, 

such as that we describe in Chapter 2, rather than directing the nAb response towards 

conserved epitopes. This is an important distinction, as stimulating independent antibody 

responses to each of two immunizing immunogens has restricted value in the context of a goal 

to elicit bnAbs to HIV by vaccination.  

In Chapter 3, to determine whether the co-exposure to diverse Env antigens favours the 

development of cross-neutralizing antibodies better than sequential exposure, we 

characterized the development of nAbs in three HIV co-infected individuals where several 

divergent viruses were transmitted prior to seroconversion.  We wanted to go further, and 

identified cases of co-infection that represented distinct scenarios of antigen exposure.  We 
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characterized three cases that encompassed immunological exposure to: (i) two diverse, 

unlinked Envs, (ii) two related Envs with diversity uniformly distributed over the trimer, and 

(iii) two diverse but recombined Envs such that clusters of high homology were preserved 

in the presence of high diversity elsewhere.   

We found that, like superinfection, co-infection was not sufficient to broaden neutralizing 

antibody responses.  Co-exposure to two HIV Env antigens did not necessarily produce 

additive or cross-neutralizing antibody responses, and in some cases was subject to 

immunological interference.  This was most evident in the case of co-infection with two related 

Envs where diversity was uniformly distributed across the Env trimer; in this case neutralizing 

antibody responses to one variant arose to the near exclusion of responses to the other.  

However, in the case of co-exposure to diverse Envs but where the trimer apex was conserved 

in both variants through recombination, potent neutralization of both variants was evident.  

This was the co-infected participant who developed the broadest neutralizing antibody 

response, and we show that cross-neutralization was mediated, in part, by trimer apex-

targeting nAbs.  Taken together, these data suggest that cocktails of divergent stabilized Env 

trimers are unlikely to drive the development of cross-neutralizing antibodies, and may be 

subject to interference.  However, they also provide hope that the rational design of more 

similar immunogen cocktails where conserved epitopes are preserved across immunogens 

may be able to facilitate nAbs to these targets. 

 

Interestingly, in Chapter 2, the de novo nAb responses that arose in two superinfected 

individuals to their superinfecting viruses were the most potent responses observed in the 

cohort.  Immune complexes are known to be more immunogenic than antigen alone (Brady L. 

Jeannine, 2005), and presentation of superinfecting antigen would have occurred in the 

context of (non-neutralizing) antibodies produced in response to primary infection. Indeed, in 

a therapeutic trial, passive therapy with an HIV-specific, broadly neutralizing mAb significantly 

improved subsequent neutralizing antibody responses in all but one of 15 participants 

(Schoofs et al., 2016), potentially mediated by a similar mechanism.  This may also suggest 

that co-administration of virus-like particles (VLPs) incubated with polyclonal non-neutralizing 

antibodies may represent a strategy to both obscure non-neutralizing epitopes and 

simultaneously enhance the immunogenicity of VLP formulations.  Identifying the mechanism 

underlying the potent response to superinfecting viruses could also be generalized, facilitating 

the improvement of future vaccines.  

While we show that HIV co- and superinfection have the potential to provide important insights 

for vaccine design, we acknowledge several limitations.  As HIV superinfection is a rare event, 
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we (and others) have been limited by small sample sizes.  Large-scale screening of multiple 

longitudinal cohorts for cases of superinfection together with more sophisticated screening 

approaches, will be required to establish larger sample sizes, and could provide extremely 

valuable insights for sequential immunizations.  Our development of a sensitive and specific, 

automated algorithm for the detection of co- and superinfection, as described in Chapter 4, 

will hopefully catalyse this future work. 

 

Furthermore, while efficient re-engagement of memory B cells was not evident from plasma 

neutralizing antibody responses, it is possible that some memory B cell populations were 

recruited but did not produce sufficient amounts of nAbs to be detectable. Sequencing of HIV-

specific B cells before and after superinfection in the future could identify whether 

superinfection reactivates any minor memory B cell populations, or whether superinfection 

leads exclusively to de novo responses. 

It is also important to consider the on-going HIV replication and immune dysfunction present 

in HIV-infected individuals that would not be present in the vaccine setting.  However, a 

mitigating factor here was that all superinfected participants characterized in Chapter 2 were 

superinfected within the first year of infection and had relatively high CD4 counts (all >450 

cells/μL) at the time of superinfection. Similarly, the co-infected participants were 

characterized over the first year of infection, and all maintained high CD4 counts over this 

period.  Results from vaccine models to date have also been consistent with these 

observations.  In mice, upon sequential exposure to antigen, most B cells in secondary 

germinal centre reactions were naive, and not recruited from the primed memory B cell 

compartment (Mesin et al., 2020).  Polyvalent and sequential immunization of rabbits with two, 

three, or four stabilized HIV Env trimers also elicited nAbs to each of the Envs in many of the 

animals, but no significant broadening of the responses to Envs not included in the 

immunization was evident (Klasse et al., 2016; de la Peña et al., 2018).  Similarly, co-

immunization of rabbits with two stabilized trimers (derived from subtype A and subtype B 

Envs that shared a common “glycan hole”) elicited two independent neutralizing antibody 

responses to each antigen (Yang et al., 2020).  Env cocktails arrayed in mixtures at high 

density on liposomal particles have elicited some serum cross neutralizing activity, although 

even then only in two out of twelve rabbits and and only after five or six immunizations, and 

corresponding monovalent formulations were not tested (Dubrovskaya et al., 2019). 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, we find that HIV superinfection fails to efficiently recruit neutralizing memory B 

cells and, at best, results in additive nAb responses rather than a synergistic effect leading to 

cross-neutralization; a distinction that is highly relevant for vaccine design. While sequential 

immunizations with heterologous Env immunogens may be able to improve the potency of 

elicited responses, alone, they are unlikely to promote the development of bnAbs. 

Our observations from co-infected individuals also suggest that heterologous Envs within a 

cocktail are likely too diverse to stimulate a single cross-neutralizing response - rather they 

are likely to drive multiple independent responses (additive at best).  The use of more similar 

trimers may be required.   Importantly the neutralizing antibody responses to related Envs 

within a cocktail can be subject to interference, where nAb responses are elicited to one 

antigen but not the other, when Envs may be similar enough to compete for CD4 help but 

where B cell epitopes that could mediate cross-neutralization are sparse.  However, when 

diversity is maintained in immunogenic regions, nAbs may be directed towards more 

conserved epitopes.  This suggests that the use of related, stabilized Env trimers with diversity 

introduced in key regions together with strategies to reduce the immunogenicity of 

immunodominant, strain-specific epitopes may represent one path to a cross-neutralizing 

antibody response to multiple Envs within a cocktail.  
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